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Abstract

In this dissertation I introduce a new notation for representing

rigid-body dynamics, and use it to describe a number of methods for

calculating robot dynamics efficiently.

The notation (called spatial notation) is based on the use of 6-
dimensional vectors (called spatial vectors) which combine the linear
and angular aspects of rigid-body dynamics. Spatial vectors are

similar to quantities called screws and motors. The use of spatial

notation allows a more concise treatment of problems in rigid-body

dynamics than is possible by the conventional vector approach by

reducing the number of quantities required to describe a system and

the number and size of equations relating those quantities.

I consider both forward and inverse robot dynamics, though I am

concerned mainly with forward dynamics. Three basic algorithms are

described: the recursive Newton-Euler method for inverse dynamics,

and the composite-rigid-body and articulated-body methods for forward

dynamics. The articulated-body method is new, and is based on the

use of quantities called articulated-body inertias which relate the

force applied to a member of a linkage to the acceleration induced in

that member, taking into account the effect of the rest of the link¬

age. Once the basic algorithms have been introduced, I consider some

aspects of their implementation on a computer, then I describe vari¬

ous extensions of the basic algorithms to cater for generalisations

of the robot's structure, including multiple-degree-of-freedom joints

and branched kinematic chains. Finally, I consider the problem of

simulating contact and impact between the robot and its environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scope and Contents

In this dissertation I am concerned with mathematical formula¬

tions of robot dynamics which produce efficient algorithms when

implemented on a computer. The mathematical formulations are derived

with the aid of spatial notation - a new notation which greatly

facilitates the analysis of robot dynamics by reducing the size and

number of equations involved.

The dissertation is organised into two parts, with part one deal¬

ing with the spatial notation and its underlying spatial vector alge¬

bra, and part two dealing with robot dynamics algorithms. Three

basic algorithms are described: the recursive Newton-Euler method for

inverse dynamics, and the composite-rigid-body and articulated-body

methods for forward dynamics. The first two are my own versions of

existing algorithms, but the articulated-body method is new. Various

extensions to these algorithms are also described.

Forward and inverse dynamics are the two main problems of robot

dynamics. Forward dynamics is the problem of finding the instantane¬

ous acceleration of a robot given the applied forces, and finds

application in simulation; whereas inverse dynamics is the problem of
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finding the joint forces required to produce a given acceleration,

and finds application in control. The material presented in this

dissertation was motivated by the work I have been doing on robot

dynamics simulation, and therefore leans towards the simulation side

of robot dynamics. I have developed a robot dynamics simulation pro¬

gram, described in [Featherstone 1982; Featherstone 1983b], which has

been used to test all of the basic dynamics algorithms and many of

the extensions.

Although the dynamics algorithms presented here are designed to

be of practical use, no specific applications are considered. In

particular, I do not describe any kind of robot control system using

inverse dynamics, nor any robot dynamics simulator using forward

dynamics. References on these applications are cited-in chapters 4

and 5.

1_.2_ The Robot Dynamics Problem

In principle, solving the robot dynamics problem presents no dif-
»

ficulty - the real problem is the practical one of finding formula¬

tions of robot dynamics that lead to efficient computation algo¬

rithms. Robot dynamics warrants special attention over the more gen¬

eral area of mechanism dynamics due to the relatively simple nature

of robot kinematics, the large number of degrees of freedom and the

special needs of robot control systems.

In its simplest form the equation of motion for a system of rigid

bodies can be expressed as
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i.= £.( i' i ) »

where x is the system state vector (generalised positions and veloci¬

ties of the members) and _r the input force vector. To solve this

differential equation requires procedures for evaluating _f and for

performing numerical integration. For complex rigid-body systems the

main problem is the evaluation of _f.

With simple problems the most appropriate way is to evaluate the

symbolic equations of motion with the appropriate numerical parame¬

ters, but this is impractical for larger problems since the size of

the symbolic equations grows very rapidly with increasing problem

size. A better approach for larger systems is to evaluate _f directly

from the system model."' I call an algorithm for doing this a forward

dynamics algorithm, and one that finds _x in terms of x and x an

inverse dynamics algorithm.

The execution time for different algorithms varies enormously.

To see why, one must realise that symbolic execution of a forward

dynamics algorithm produces the symbolic equations of motion, and so

its numeric execution is equivalent to a structured evaluation of the

equations of motion. The equations are very lengthy and contain a

great many terms differing only slightly one from another. A naive

evaluation performs a lot of duplicated calculation, which can be

avoided by a structured evaluation which computes common sub¬

expressions as intermediate results for use in subsequent stages of

the calculation. The efficiency of a forward dynamics algorithm

depends on how much duplication it avoids.

1. The system model is a description of a rigid-body system in terms
of its elements (rigid bodies, joints, springs, dampers, etc.) and
how those elements are connected.
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The key to efficient calculation of robot dynamics is to find a

set of common sub-expressions which is effective in eliminating most

of the repetition inherent in the equations of motion, or better, to

design a forward dynamics algorithm such that its intermediate

results are the desired common sub-expressions. The same arguments

apply also to inverse dynamics.

A technique that has been found to be particularly effective in

producing efficient dynamics algorithms is that of formulating the

dynamics recursively in terms of recurrence relations [Brady et al.

1982]. The task is broken down into a number of partially ordered

stages, each of which is solved by the application of a formula to

each link in turn. Where appropriate, the formula defines the quan¬

tity of interest for the link in question in terms of the values of

that quantity for one or more of the link's immediate neighbours, in

which case it is known as a recurrence relation. The practice of

using previously calculated results in subsequent applications of

recurrence relations ensures that the intermediate results are fre¬

quently occurring common sub-expressions of the overall dynamics

equations [but not necessarily the optimum set).

All the dynamics algorithms described in this dissertation are

formulated in this manner. A practical example of how recurrence

relations work is given in chapter 4.



K_3 Spatial Notation

A particle has three degrees of freedom, so its velocity,

acceleration, etc. can each be described by a 3~dimensional vector,

and it has one vector equation of motion. A rigid body has six

degrees of freedom, yet rigid-body dynamics is expressed using 3~

dimensional vectors. So the velocity, acceleration, etc. of a rigid

body are each represented by a pair of vectors (one linear and one

angular) and there are two equations of motion. The reason for this

is that linear and angular quantities are considered to be physically

different quantities; but this does not preclude their amalgamation

into 6-dimensional vectors as a matter of algebraic and notational

convenience.

The spatial notation is based on the use of 6-dimensional vectors

called spatial vectors. The use of spatial notation results in a

considerable reduction in the number of quantities and in the number

and size of equations required to express, solve, or express the

solution to a problem in spatial rigid body dynamics. This is espe¬

cially so when handling inertias. I use the spatial notation to

express all of the robot dynamics algorithms presented in this

dissertation, enabling me to present them concisely and (i hope)

clearly. The underlying spatial vector algebra is described in

chapters 2 and 3- Spatial vectors are very similar to mathematical

quantities known as screws and motors, which are described briefly in

chapter 2 together with comments on their unsuitability for describ¬

ing robot dynamics.
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J_._4 Readers' Guide

This dissertation is organised into two parts. Part one

describes the spatial vector algebra and comprises chapters 2 and 3»

while part two describes the robot dynamics algorithms and comprises

chapters 4 to 9.

In part one, chapter 2 introduces the basic concept of a spatial

vector and deals with the kinematic aspects of the spatial vector

algebra, while chapter 3 is concerned with the representation of

inertia, the equations of motion and spatial vector analysis. Part

one may be read in isolation by anyone interested only in the spatial

notation, though part two does offer many examples of its use and

some hints on efficient computer implementation of spatial formulae.

Readers familiar with the use of screws or motors in kinematics will

probably find most of the material in chapter 2 familiar and most of

the material in chapter 3 unfamiliar.

In part two, all of the algorithms are described using spatial

notation, so a proper understanding of part two can only be obtained

by reading part one first. However it is possible to get the gist of

part two by taking the spatial formulae on trust and appealing to the

superficial similarity between spatial formulae and their counter¬

parts in conventional vector algebra.

Chapters 4 to 6 describe three robot dynamics algorithms in their

simplest form. Chapter 4 describes the recursive Newton-Euler method

for inverse dynamics, chapter 5 the composite-rigid-body method for

forward dynamics, and chapter 6 the articulated-body method for for¬

ward dynamics. Chapter 4 also defines the system model used in the
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descriptions of the algorithms, and gives an example of how

recurrence relations work. Only the articulated-body algorithm is

new. The concept of an articulated-body inertia is introduced in

chapter 3, but the important points are summarised in chapter 6.

Chapter 7 is concerned with computational considerations such as

the choice of link coordinate systems, the computer representation of

spatial quantities, and a comparison of the computational require¬

ments of the basic dynamics algorithms. This chapter will be of

interest to anyone wishing to implement the algorithms described

here.

Finally, chapters 8 and 9 deal with a number of extensions to the

basic algorithms. Chapter 8 covers generalisations of the robot

structure, such as branched kinematic chains and multiple-degree-of-

freedom joints, while chapter 9 covers various dynamic effects, like

contact and impact between the robot and other objects. These two

chapters are organised into fairly self-contained topics, and are

suitable for selective reading.
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Chapter £

Spatial Kinematics

2_.]_ Introduction

In this chapter I introduce the basic concept of a spatial vec¬

tor, and show how it relates to line vectors, free vectors, screws

and motors. I cover the representation of velocities, forces, line

vectors, free vectors, and revolute, prismatic and screw joint axes

as spatial vectors. I then go on to describe spatial coordinate sys¬

tems, the representation of rigid-body coordinate transformations,

and the differentiation of spatial vectors in moving coordinate sys¬

tems. The representation of inertia and the equations of motion for

a rigid body will be dealt with in chapter 3.

For a proper understanding of spatial algebra, the reader must be

prepared to accept that quantities of a physically different nature,

like linear and angular velocity, can be combined as components of a

single entity; and it is important to regard spatial quantities as

objects in their own right rather than as conglomerations of more

familiar objects.
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2_.2_ Spatial Velocity

A rigid body has six degrees of freedom - three translational and

three rotational. So the location, displacement, or velocity of a

rigid body can be described completely by six numbers - three

describing the translational aspect and three the rotational aspect.

As an example, I now show how the total velocity of a rigid body can

be expressed as a 6-dimensional vector.

The instantaneous velocity of a rigid body may be described by

the linear velocity v of some point P of the rigid body and the
-P

angular velocity of the rigid body (see figure 2.1 J. u is indepen¬

dent of the choice of P, but v is not. The instantaneous velocity
-P

of the rigid body may be described completely by the pair of vectors

( to, v ) given the point P.

Figure 2.1 Rigid Body Velocity
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The rigid body may be considered to be rotating with angular

velocity about an axis passing through P whilst simultaneously

translating with linear velocity v^. The choice of P is arbitrary.
It need not be physically within the rigid body, so long as it has

the same motion as the rigid body. Moreover, we need not choose the

same point relative to the rigid body from one instant to the next.

Let us choose the point at the origin as standard, and represent

the velocity of the rigid body by the pair ( to, ), where v^ is
given by

v = v + OP x 0) . (1 )
—o —p — '

The body may now be considered to be rotating about an axis passing

through the origin whilst simultaneously translating with linear

velocity v^. The factor OP x ^ added to the linear velocity at P has
had the effect of shifting the axis of rotation from passing through

P to passing through 0.

The pair ( w., v^ ] defines the spatial velocity of the rigid
body. We shall represent spatial vector quantities as 6-element

column vectors and denote all spatial quantities with carets. Thus

in spatial notation we say that v_ is the spatial velocity of the

rigid body, where v = [ m u w v v v which will normally
— L x y z ox oy oz J J

be abbreviated to v = f J vT iT.
— — —o J
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2._3 Line Vectors and Free Vectors

An 'ordinary' 3~diraensional vector has magnitude and direction,

but a vector may also have positional properties, depending on the

nature of the physical (or mathematical J entity it represents. In

particular, two kinds of vector occur in rigid-body dynamics: line

vectors and free vectors.

A line vector has magnitude and direction, and is constrained to

lie in a definite line (i.e. a line in a particular position). Line

vectors arise naturally in mechanics to represent quantities like

angular velocity, where there is a definite axis of rotation, and

forces acting on a rigid body, which have a definite line of action

but may act at any point along that line.

A free vector has magnitude and direction only, and is used to

represent quantities like linear velocity and couple which have no

definite line or axis associated with them.

\

Figure 2.2 Definition of a line vector
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A line vector may be represented as follows. Suppose a line vec¬

tor has magnitude and direction given by the vector a. and its line of

action passes through the point A (see figure 2.2). Since the direc¬

tion of the line is the same as that of the line vector, we may say

that it has magnitude and a line of action. The equation of the line

of action is given by

( r_ - OA ) x a_ = 0_ ,

where _r is the position of any point on the line. This equation is

more normally stated in the form

r x a = a (2)
— — —o ^ '

where a = OA x a. a and a are known as the Pliicker vectors of the
—o — — —o

line and determine it completely. a_ is called the resultant vector

and a^ the moment vector. Although six numbers are specified, only
five are independent since = ancl the vectors represent

just the line then one number is arbitrary since Aa. and Aa^ represent
the same line as _a and a^, though not the same line vector.

a depends on the choice of origin, for if the origin is moved
—o

from 0 to P then the Pliicker vectors become a and a where
- -p

a = PA x a. So we have
-p -

a=a+0Pxa, (3)
—o —p — K J

which is the same shifting formula as for spatial velocity. The only

difference between the line vector and the spatial velocity vector,

r T T 1TL w v^ j , is that it is not necessary for to be zero. A line
vector can be expressed as a spatial vector a. = [ a.T a^ indeed
any spatial vector where = 0 represents a line vector.
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A free vector with magnitude and direction given by the vector _b

is of course adequately represented by _b. We can put free vectors on

the same algebraic footing as line vectors by expressing them in the

form _b = [ oj ]**", for such a quantity obeys the shifting formula

of eq. (3) and yet is independent of the choice of origin.

2_.3_._1_ Line and Free Vector Components of Spatial Vectors

A general spatial vector is the sum of a line vector and a free

vector. There are an infinite number of line vectors and free vec¬

tors that add up to the same spatial vector, so by convention we con¬

strain the line vector's line of action to pass through the origin of

the coordinate system in which the spatial vector is represented. A

general spatial vector _a = [ _aT a^ may then be uniquely broken
T -T iT

down into its line and free vector components, [ _a 0_ ] and

[ 0T aT ]T.
— —0 J

A general spatial vector is also equivalent to a screw, for, if

we let _a = [ _aT a^ be a general spatial vector, we can express
a* a

as a = a' + p a where a-a' = 0 and p = . So a general spatial
—o —o K — o K _a-a_

vector can be expressed uniquely as the sum of a line vector and a

parallel free vector: a. = [ j* ] + [ 0. PJL 1 • Such a combina¬

tion is known as a screw in analogy with the motion of a nut on a

screw thread - it rotates about an axis and translates parallel to

that axis. The parameter p is known as the pitch and is an invariant

of the screw.
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_2._3_._2 The Representation of Joint Axes

A revolute (or turning) joint has a definite axis about which

rotation is possible. This axis may be represented by a line vector.

Since axes do not have magnitude, a line vector of unit magnitude is

used by convention to represent them.

A prismatic (or sliding) joint is characterised only by its

direction, having no definite axis, so a unit free vector is the

appropriate representation.

A screw joint combines rotation about a definite axis with trans¬

lation along it, so it can be represented by a line vector and a

parallel free vector. The pitch of the screw determines the ratio of

the magnitudes of the line and free vectors, and a 'unit' screw axis

is defined as one having a unit line vector. Further discussion of

screw joints and the representation of joints allowing more than one

degree of motion freedom is deferred until chapter 8.

Once a joint axis is represented as a spatial vector, the type of

motion allowed by the joint becomes irrelevant. There is no need to

have separate equations to deal with each different joint type.

Example 1

Let i = [ sT J ]T be the axis of a joint connecting bodies b^
and b^, and let q be the (scalar) joint velocity indicating the
relative velocity of b^ with respect to b^, then the relative
spatial velocity of b^ with respect to b^ is sq = [ s_Tq s^q ]T.
This is true regardless of what type of joint is represented.
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2_.3_._3 The Representation of Forces

A force acting on a point in a rigid body has the same effect as

a force of equal magnitude and direction acting on any other point in

a line parallel to the force and passing through the first point. A

force acting on a rigid body may therefore be represented as a line

vector. A spatial force with magnitude and direction given by _f and
A T «, 'p p1

acting in the line passing through P is given by _f = [ f_ (OPxfJ ] .

The moment vector is a couple. The rules for shifting the line of

action of a force by adding a couple are the same as the correspond¬

ing rules for shifting line vectors. A pure couple has no line of

action, and may therefore be represented as a free vector. A general

spatial force can be represented as the sum of a force acting through

the origin and a couple. Any system of forces acting on a rigid body

can be replaced by a single, statically equivalent, spatial force.

2_.H_ Screws and Motors

The spatial vector quantities used in this dissertation bear a

close resemblance to mathematical quantities called screws and

motors. In the following paragraphs I define these quantities and

compare them with spatial vectors. Whilst it is perfectly possible

to perform the dynamic analysis of rigid-body systems using screws or

motors they do put the user to a certain amount of relative incon¬

venience, both conceptual and notational. This is particularly so

when dealing with inertias.
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_2._4._1_ Screws

... 1
A screw, as defined by Ball [1900j, is a directed line with

which a linear magnitude, called the pitch, is associated. A screw

is essentially a geometrical concept. Any finite or infinitesimal

displacement of a rigid body may be represented in terms of a twist

of a certain magnitude about a screw - five numbers determine the

screw and one the twist magnitude, making a total of six. Similarly,

any system of forces acting on a rigid body may be replaced by a sin¬

gle wrench on a screw (a force and a parallel couple]. Ball treats

twists and wrenches as magnitudes associated with screws, but some

people allow screws to have intrinsic magnitudes.

Screws are used extensively in kinematics [Hunt 1978; Bottema and

Roth 1979; Woo and Freudenstein 1970; Yuan and Freudenstein 1971;

Yuan et al. 1971; Dimentberg 1965; Lipkin and Duffy 1982] but less so

in dynamics [woo and Freudenstein 1971 ] although they were originally

devised by Ball to study the dynamics of a rigid body. Ball used

principal screws of inertia, in analogy to principal axes of rota¬

tional inertia, to represent rigid body inertias. This method is

inconvenient for reasons described in chapter 3» and to my knowledge

has not been used by anyone other than Ball. Screws are represented

in a variety of ways, including the use of real and dual numbers.

1. This is not the earliest definition of a screw.



2_.4_._2 Motors

The term motor was originally introduced by Clifford [1882] to

mean a magnitude associated with a screw. He said that a motor con¬

sists of a rotor (line vector) part and a vector (free vector) part.

Nowadays the term is generally used to mean a vector of three dual

numbers - i.e. a dual vector. A dual number (also introduced by

Clifford) is one of the form a + e b, where a and b are real numbers

2 1
and e is an algebraic unit having the formal property that e = 0..

The motor representation of a spatial vector [ _aT a^ is a_ + e a^.

The usefulness of dual numbers derives from the principle of

transference [Dimentberg 1965; Rooney 1975] which allows one to

obtain valid motor formulae from the corresponding vector formulae by

the process of dualisation - the replacement of real numbers

representing distances, angles, etc. in the formula with dual

numbers. Thus the motor algebra may readily be obtained from the

vector algebra, and since there is a 1:1 correspondence between

motors and screws with magnitude, they offer a very convenient way to

approach the screw algebra. This is the approach taken by

Dimentberg, who speaks of reducing (i.e. representing) a screw to a

point P as representing it in the form a_ + e a^. However, the prin¬
ciple of transference only applies if the functions and operators are

analytic (in the same sense as for functions of a complex variable),

and the only representation of inertia available in dual numbers is

the inertia binor (see chapter 3) which is not analytic, so the prin¬

ciple of transference does not apply to dynamic equations.

1. The symbol u> is often used in place of e.
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The motor and dual-number algebras are described by Dimentberg

[1965J and Brand [1953] and to a lesser extent by Bottema and Roth

[1979] (who call motors dual vectors) and Hunt [1973]. Dual numbers

are also used extensively in kinematics [Yuan and Freudenstein 1971;

Yuan et al. 1971; Yang and Freudenstein 1964; Duffy 1980] but much

less so in dynamics [Yang 1971j.

There is one important difference between the use of dual numbers

and real numbers to represent screw algebra, and that is that the

scalar product of two dual vectors produces a dual number result

whereas with real numbers you get a real number result.- The use of

dual numbers also has serious repercussions on the representation of

inertia, as mentioned above.

Mises [1924a; 1924b] uses 6-element real vectors to represent

motors, and develops a real number motor algebra, including motor

dyadics, which is very similar to spatial vector algebra. The main

difference between the two is that spatial vector algebra uses the

operators of matrix algebra plus the spatial transpose operator

(defined in chapter 3)» whereas Mises uses a number of specially

defined operators.

In summary then, whilst screws and motors are very effective

tools for kinematics, the use of screws in dynamic analysis is ham¬

pered by their geometric definition, which usually requires the mag¬

nitude to be kept separate from the screw, and the use of motors is

hampered by the properties of the dual-number algebra.



2.5_ Spatial Vectors

A spatial vector is a member of a 6-dimensional vector space over

the real numbers. To establish a correspondence between spatial vec¬

tors and the vectors of the 3~dimensional Euclidean space, certain

spatial vectors are identified as line vectors and certain others as

free vectors. To make the correspondence explicit, a Cartesian coor¬

dinate frame is placed in the 3-dimensional space and a standard

basis is defined in the spatial vector space. This basis, denoted

fe.}, consists of the six vectors e...er, where e,..e_ are unit linel—1' —1 . —6 —1 . —3

vectors along the x, y and z axes of the Cartesian coordinate frame

and are unit free vectors parallel to the x, y and z axes of

that frame. There is a unique standard basis for each Cartesian

coordinate frame in 3-dimensional space. Any spatial vector a_ may be

expressed as

6
a = 1 a. e. , (4)
-

i = 1 1 -1

and may be represented as the 6x1 matrix of components

To clarify the distinction between the spatial vector itself and

its matrix representation, I will occasionally denote the matrix

representation with a tilde, thus:

a is a primitive entity, but a is a realisation of a in a particular

(5)

coordinate system. The expression a + b is independent of any coor-

^ -V ^ /V
dinate system, whereas a + b is only meaningful if a and _b are
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realisations in the same coordinate system. Most of the time I will

ignore this distinction and use a_ to denote both the vector and the

representation.

2_.5_.J[ Operations on Spatial Vectors

For an expression involving spatial quantities to make physical

sense there must be a physical interpretation for the mathematical

operations as well as for the spatial quantities. The interpretation

of a mathematical operation depends on what operation it is and what

its operands are. For the most part the restrictions are pretty

obvious and much as you would expect, for example it does not make

sense to add a velocity to a force, but there are a few cases where

interpretations valid for ordinary vectors do not carry over to spa¬

tial vectors. (This is particularly so ' with the scalar product

defined in chapter 3-) This topic is dealt with rigorously by Woo and

Freudenstein [1970] (and more intuitively by Ball [1900]}, but here I

merely list the permissible interpretations of operations on those

spatial quantities we have already met.

o Addition is defined between spatial forces acting on the same

rigid body, the sum being the resultant force.

o Addition is defined between spatial velocities representing the

velocity of A with respect to B and B with respect to C, the

sum being the velocity of A with respect to C.

o Multiplication of a spatial vector representing a joint axis by

a scalar representing the joint velocity (i.e. the first time

derivative of the joint variable] gives a spatial vector
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representing the relative velocity between the two links con¬

nected by the joint.

Example 2

A robot has n+1 links numbered 0..n and n joints numbered 1..n.

Link 0 is stationary, and link i-1 is connected to link i by

joint i. The axis of joint i is _s and its scalar velocity

(i.e. joint rate) is q. measured from link i-1 to link i. The

relative velocity of link i with respect to link i-1 is then

q^, and the absolute velocity of link i is

A r* A •

v. = ) s. q.
-1

j=, "J ^
In particular, the velocity of link n, the end effector, is

n

v = y s. q.. This can be expressed in matrix form as
-n jf, "J qd

v
—n

A

s
—n

Si

J q

The 6xn matrix, J, composed of the axis vectors is the Jacobian

of the transformation between the manipulator's joint space and

the Cartesian velocity of the end effector expressed in the

same coordinates as the s..
—l

.
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2_,6_ Rigid-Body Coordinate Transformations

A rigid-body transformation, or Euclidean displacement, is one

which leaves the distance between any two points invariant. A

rigid-body transformation in three dimensions is composed of a rota¬

tion (three degrees of freedom) and a translation (also three degrees

of freedom). The image of a Cartesian coordinate frame under a

rigid-body transformation is another Cartesian coordinate frame.

Consider two standard bases, {e^} and {f\ }, where {e_ }
corresponds to a Cartesian coordinate frame at 0 and {f_} to one at

A A

P. The spatial transformation Y: e_.-*f\ corresponds to the rigid-body

transformation that maps 0 coordinates to P coordinates, and is
A

therefore a linear mapping of spatial vector space. Y will be

referred to as a spatial rigid-body transformation. Using tildes to

denote matrix representations, suppose that a vector a_ is represented

as a = [ a , ... a , 1^ in {e.} and as a = [ a , ... a ]T in
—o L o1 . . 06 J l—i ' —p L p1 ... p6 J

{f^h so

a = £ a . e. = £ a . f. . (6)
— L oi —i ^ pi —i . v ;

A/ /v /V

The mapping X: a ->a is a spatial rigid-body coordinate transforma-
/V ^ ^

tion. X is a passive transformation in that it changes the represen¬

tation of a spatial vector, as opposed to an active transformation,
A r >. yV

like Y, which maps a vector to a different vector [its imagej. X is
A

linear, being the coordinate transformation induced by Y, so it may

be expressed as a- 6x6 matrix. The rest of this section is devoted to
/v

finding X in terms of the rigid-body transformation that maps 0 coor¬

dinates to P coordinates.

To translate the origin of coordinates from 0 to P we use the

shifting formula of eq. (3) (or eq. (l)), which gives
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A

a =
-P

a + POxa
—o —

where a =
—o a

—o
(7)

This can be rearranged to express a^ as the product of a 6x6 matrix
with a thus:

—o

a
-P

1 0

POx 1
a
—o

(8)

Here 0 is the 3X3 zero matrix, 1 is the 3X3 identity matrix, and POx

is a 3x3 anti-symmetric matrix obtained by applying the cross opera¬

tor, x, to PO. The cross operator is defined as follows:

0 -z y
z 0 -x

-y x 0
(9)

The product of the matrix a_x with the vector b_ is equal to the vector

cross product a_ x b_ (which I will write as ax b_ when I wish to

emphasise the identity of a_x as an object in its own right). The

cross operator is a linear operator with the following properties:

X ( ax ) = ( A a )x ,

ax + bx = ( a + b Jx ,

where A is a scalar )

( ax f - ax ,

ax b = - ( bx ) a ,

110 J

(11 )

(12)

(13)

( E a )x = E ax E ^ , (where E is a 3X3 orthog. matrix) (14)

( a x b )x = ax bx - b x ax . J5)

Unless indicated otherwise, expressions such as a_ x b_ x c_ are to be

interpreted as (ax) (_bx )_e, which is equivalent to the vector triple

product a x ( b x c ) but not to ( a x b ) x c.
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To effect a coordinate rotation, say from 0 coordinates to 0',
• - - - - A ~ -

consider the spatial quantity a to be the sum of a line vector

through the origin and a free vector, so a
a "£ '
0 a

. — . —0

The

representation of a in the rotated coordinate system is the sum of

the rotated representations of the line vector and the free vector.

Let E be the 3X3 orthogonal rotation matrix corresponding'to the

coordinate rotation, then the representation of the line vector,

which still acts through the origin, in the rotated coordinate system

is [ (Ea)T 0T ]T, and the representation of the free vector is

[ 0T (Ea^)"*" ]^. So if ^ is a spatial vector represented in 0 and
a , is the same vector in 0' then the coordinate transformation is—o'

*o<
E 0
0 E

a . (16)
—o

Spatial coordinate transformations will be given leading and fol¬

lowing subscripts indicating the destination and source coordinate
A

systems respectively. Thus ^X^ is a spatial transformation which
operates on a vector represented in coordinates b and produces a

representation of the same vector in coordinates a according to the

A ^ A

formula v = v..
—a a b —b

Spatial coordinate transformations may be combined by matrix mul¬

tiplication, thus

A A A f -v

X x = X . f17 Ja b b c a c v '

The form of a general spatial coordinate transformation, which

involves both rotation and translation, may be obtained by multiply¬

ing the transformation matrices of eqs. (8 and 16). The spatial

transformation corresponding to a shift of origin from 0 to P
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followed by a rotation about P is

X -
p o

where r = OP. The inverse transformation is

"e 0 " 1 0 " e 0

0 e

1
It X

-3
i

t
e rx e

9 18

A

X =
o p

"1 0

1

1

0

j

E 1 0

rx 1
0 E 1 rx E~1 E~1

J9)

which is not the transpose of X , so unlike 3*3 rotation matrices
p o

general spatial transformations are not orthogonal.

There are several ways of representing spatial

displacements/coordinate transformations, most of which are described

in [Rooney 1978]. From the computational point of view, the use of a

6x6 matrix of real numbers is one of the least efficient, both in

terms of storage space and computation time. However, the machine

implementation of an operation and its mathematical representation

are largely independent, and chapter 7 describes methods for achiev¬

ing the desired result (i.e. a change of representation) on a com¬

puter which are far more efficient than using 6x6 matrices.

2.7 Differentiation in Moving Coordinates

The absolute time derivative of a spatial vector _a represented in

the coordinate system {e_^} is

d a d ( r a
"7T a = — I ) a. e. Jdt — dt .L. l —l '

i = 1

- I ( ( 4 a. ) e. ♦ a. ( e. ) ) . (20).u, v dt 1 ; —1 1 ^ dt —1 ' ' v '
i = 1
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... ... - d a a •• - - -
If the coordinate system is stationary then — _e^ = 0_ and the abso¬
lute derivative of _a is just the component-wise derivative. The

problem to be discussed here is that of differentiating a spatial

vector represented in a moving coordinate system.

The simplest approach is to transform the vector to a stationary

coordinate system, differentiate it, and transform the derivative

back to the moving coordinate system. This makes the (correct)

assumption that the derivative of a spatial vector can be transformed

like a spatial vector. A more rigorous approach is to obtain an

expression for the derivative of a moving vector which can be substi¬

tuted for in eq. (20] and the problem solved from there; but

this approach is more difficult to follow and will not be described

here.1

Let P be a moving coordinate system, 0 a stationary one, and
a d

and X the transformations between the two. Using -rr to denote
p o & at

d'
absolute differentiation and — to denote apparent, or component-wise

differentiation, the absolute derivative of a vector a_ represented in

P coordinates is given by

At-x A-(xa )dt — p o dt o p —

d' a A d' A ^
= ^-a+x(-^-x)a. (21)dt - p o Wt o p - ^ '

A , ^ t A v ■
The problem is to evaluate X I—— X I. This is done by considering

p o^dt o p; J a
A

the components of X . If the transformation from 0 to P coordinates
o p

is achieved by a translation r_ followed by a rotation E ^ (a 3*3

orthogonal matrix), then

1. The differentiation of moving screws and motors are described in
[Woo and Freudenstein 1970J and [Brand 1953J respectively. The rea¬
soning is the same for spatial vectors.
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A

-x-
o p

E 0

r* E E

X =
dt o p

dt

(feJ-E ^E

0

dt

(22)

Let P coordinates have velocity v expressed in 0 coordinates as

A r T T ]T
v_ = [ 0) v j

d' d * . r
Now —— r=v = v - rx u and — E = wx E Idif-

-o " — —o J dt— —p—o— — dt —

ferentiation of an orthogonal matrix, e.g. see [Bottema and Roth

1979]), so

d • A
■7— Xdt o p

o

wx E 0

rx co J x E + rx (ujx e] ujx E

to* E

0)X

V x ujx
—o —

0

v x E + ujx rx E cox E
—o — — —

E 0

r x E E

(by eq. [ 1 5))

0)x

V x
—O

0

(jjX

A

X
o p

(23)

Introducing the spatial cross operator, x, defined by

"a ax 0
X -

b bx ax
_ - -

eq. (23) becomes

d' A AA A
.. X = v 2 X .

dt o p —o o p

(24)

.25 J

The spatial cross operator is the spatial analogue of the cross

operator described earlier. It is linear and obeys rules equivalent

to those given in eqs. (10, 11, 13~15J but with spatial vectors and
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coordinate transformations in place of the ordinary vectors and 3X3
• " • -

A A A ~ , "
matrices. The expression a x b is the spatial equivalent of the

motor product of motors [l3rand 1953; Dimentberg 1965]. If we let
A A A

v = X v- be the velocity of P coordinates represented in P coor-
—p p o —o

dinates then we get

d a d ' A A ^ a ( 1
—a=—a+vxa. [26Jdt — dt — —p — v 1

In summary, the absolute derivative of a vector represented in a

moving coordinate system is the sum of its apparent derivative and

the cross product of the absolute velocity of the coordinate system

with the vector being differentiated.

Eq. (26) may be used to find the derivative of a moving vector as

follows. Let the vector a_, represented in stationary coordinates, be

moving with velocity v_. At any instant let there be a coordinate

system instantaneously coincident with the stationary coordinate sys¬

tem and moving with velocity v_. Since the two coordinate systems

coincide, _a has the same representation in both. The representations

of the derivative are also the same, so we have

d A d ' A A ^ ^

dt-=dt- + -x-

= v? a (27)

(since a_ is stationary in the moving coordinate system]. The same

argument can be used to find the apparent derivative of a vector mov¬

ing in a moving coordinate system.
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_2.8_ Spatial Acceleration

The absolute spatial acceleration of a rigid body is just the

absolute derivative of its spatial velocity. However, the 'spatial

acceleration of a rigid body differs somewhat from its 'conventional'

acceleration.

Figure 2.3. Acceleration of a rigid body

Consider the rigid body shown in figure 2.3. which has angular

velocity and for which the linear velocity of the point P is r_.

The spatial velocity in stationary coordinates at 0 is

v^ = [ (r_+r_xuj)^ ]^. The absolute spatial acceleration is the
component-wise derivative of this, i.e.

a
—o r + r* u + rx u a

—o

(28)

The linear component of the spatial acceleration at P is

a = a - rx (i = r + fx in, which differs from the conventional
_p —o _____

acceleration of P (i.e. r) by a factor of fx oi. This extra term
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serves to make spatial acceleration transform like a vector - some¬

thing which conventional acceleration does not do in a moving coordi¬

nate system.

Example 3

A rigid body traversing a helical course at constant speed has

constant screw (and hence spatial) velocity, so its spatial

acceleration is zero despite the fact that every point in the

rigid body not on the axis of rotation has non-zero linear

acceleration. (See figure 2.4.)

Example 4

Continuing with the robot defined in example 2, let us find the

spatial acceleration of the end effector given that q. is the

scalar joint acceleration about joint i. From example 2, the
n

velocity of the end effector is given by v = £ s. q.. TheJ s J
—n . , —l i

1 = 1

acceleration, a , is the derivative of this, so
—n

n n
V A . r ( d A . a .. i) s. q. = > I—s. q. +s. q. J.L. —l i . „ dt —l i —l i '

A dvAL rfd
^n = dt

1=1 i=1

Now s. is moving with velocity v., so -7- s. = v.x s. and
—1 6 J —1' dt —1 —1 —1

a = ) I v.x s. q. + s. q. J .
—n .L K —1 —1 Mi —1 Hi '

This is not the most efficient way to calculate the accelera¬

tion.

Example 5

A more efficient method is as follows. If v. is the absolute
—1

spatial velocity of link i, then
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Similarly if a. is the absolute spatial acceleration of link i
—1

then

A * A • i A ^ A .

a. =a. , + s. q. +v.xs. q. .
—1 -i-1 —l —l —l l .

Successive application of these formulae, starting from the

known values of v^ and a^, allows the calculation of the velo¬
city and acceleration of each link in turn.

spatial conventional
acceleration

Q is ui_ x to x PQ
= m x v

- -q

gure 2.4. Acceleration of object with constant screw velocity



Chapter 3

Spatial Dynamics

3_.J_ Introduction

In the previous chapter I introduced the basic notions of spatial

quantities and dealt with the kinematic aspects of spatial algebra.

In this chapter I describe the spatial momentum and spatial inertia

of a rigid body, and discuss the properties and representation of

spatial inertia at length. The concepts of inverse inertias and

articulated-body inertias are introduced. A scalar product is

defined between force-type and motion-type vectors, the implementa¬

tion of which as a matrix operation leads to the definition of the

spatial transpose operator. Finally I introduce the elements of spa¬

tial vector analysis, and conclude with a summary of spatial vector

algebra.

Much of the material in this chapter dealing with the representa¬

tion of inertia, its properties and the equations of motion has been

described by others, particularly Mises [1924a; 1924b], in connection

with screws and motors, but the material on inverse inertia,

articulated-body inertias, the spatial transpose operator and resolv¬

ing vectors is new.
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Figure 3.1 Spatial momentum of a rigid body

_3._2 Spatial Rigid-Body Momentum

The spatial momentum of a rigid body is a vector composed of the

linear and angular momenta of the rigid body. Consider a rigid body

with mass m, position of centre of mass at F, and rotational inertia
*

about the centre of mass I , as shown in figure 3*1. If the body has

a pure translational velocity of v^ then its linear momentum is
p = m v and its moment of momentum, which is defined as the moment
—

-P

of the linear momentum about the origin, is given by p^ = OPx _p.
Thus the linear momentum of a rigid body behaves like a line vector

with magnitude and direction given by m v^ and with line of action
passing through P; £ and p^ being the Pliicker vectors of the line
vector.

If instead the body has a pure angular velocity u about an axis

passing through P, then it has no linear momentum but only an intrin-
*

sic angular momentum of I £, which is independent of the choice of

origin and therefore behaves like a free vector.
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Combining the above, let the rigid body have a spatial velocity

v = [ coT vT ]T. The linear momentum is given by
—o L — —o .

p=mv = m(v + POx a) ]
— —p v —o —

and the angular momentum is given by the sum of the moment of the

linear momentum and the intrinsic angular momentum due to w_, which is

- *

p = OPx p + I w^-o — —

= I tu + OPx m ( v + POx (jo 1 .
— —o — .

So we have the following expression for the spatial momentum of a

rigid body in terms of its spatial velocity and its inertia proper¬

ties :

m [ v + POx a) 1^
—o —

, _ . _ . • (0
I u) + OPx m f v + POx w J

— v —o —
_

Yang's approach to dynamic analysis [Yang 1971] is based on this

equation, but we must go one step further and obtain an explicit

expression for the inertia.

_3._3 Spatial Rigid-Body Inertia

Let the spatial inertia of a rigid body be defined as the tensor

which transforms the spatial velocity of a rigid body into its spa¬

tial momentum. So we postulate a linear equation of the form
a a * a

p = I v, where I is the, spatial inertia of the rigid body and is

represented by a 6x6 matrix. From eq. (l) we have
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=

m POx ca + m v-
— —o

( I + OPx m POx 1 co + OPx m v^ 1
— —o

m POx m 1

I + OPx m POx OPx m

A
V
—o

A A
= I V ,

0 —o

I =
o

m POx m 1

I + OPx m POx OPx m

(2)

This matrix can be expressed more concisely with the introduction of

the 3x3 matrices M = m 1, H = OPx m and 1=1 + OPx m POx, whence

I =
o

H

i
M

H (3)

M, H and I are matrix representations of the zeroth, first and second

moments of mass of the rigid body about the origin: the zeroth moment

is just the mass; the first moment is hi = m OP, and H = hx; and the

second moment is the rotational inertia of the rigid body about the

origin, which is I by the parallel axes theorem (OPx m POx being the

rotational inertia about the origin of a point mass m at p). M and I

are symmetric.

When the coordinate origin coincides with the rigid body's centre

of mass, then OP = _0 and the spatial inertia takes on the special

form

i =

p

0 M
*

1 0
»
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3_._3.J_ Properties of Spatial Rigid-Body Inertias

Unlike rotational inertia, the matrix representing spatial iner¬

tia is neither symmetric nor positive definite in the conventional

sense. However, when the spatial transpose operator is introduced

the spatial inertia matrix will be found to be symmetric and positive

definite with respect to that operator.

The rigid-body inertia matrix is always non-singular, for if it

were singular then it would be possible for the rigid body to have

zero momentum with non-zero velocity.

The coordinate transformation rule for spatial inertia is deter¬

mined from its definition as a linear mapping of spatial vectors. If

p , I and v are the momentum, inertia and velocity of a rigid body
0. 3. 0.

A * A

represented in coordinates a, and p^, 1^ and v^ are the same
A * A

represented in coordinates b, then we have that p = I v and
—8. 3 3

p, = I, v, . Now p = X. p, and v, = , X v , where X. and . X are
-hd b —b. ^ab-^-b —bba—a ab ba

the usual vector transformation matrices, so

A A A A

I v = X. I. vKa —a a b b —b

A A A A

= X. I. . X v ,
a b b b a —a

A A A A , n

* I = XK I. KX . (5Ja a b b b a
. v '

This is just the usual tensor transformation rule, and applies to any

quantity defined as a linear mapping of vectors.

The derivative with respect to time of a spatial inertia

represented in a stationary coordinate frame is just the component¬

wise derivative. A formula for differentiating a spatial inertia
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represented in a moving coordinate frame is most easily obtained via

the transformation approach. If a is a coordinate system moving with
A A

velocity _v, 0 a stationary one and I the inertia to be differen¬

tiated, then, using subscripts to indicate the coordinate system of

representation, we have from eq. (5) that

H a A /-4 f A A

-jr I = X — I X .dt a a o dt 00a.

But

d'/i d' A * /\ ,
— I = -jr- ( X I Xdt 0 dt ^ o a a a o 1

A A A A H ' A A A A A A
= X v x I X + X^-I X - X 1 v x X

o a —a aao oadt aao oa a—a ao

(using eq. (2.25) and eq. (2.14) applied to spatial cross), so

d' -1 /> « * £ A ~ f r 1
— I = I+vxl-lvx. I 6 Jdt a dt a —a a a —a K '

A

If a rigid body has inertia I and is moving with an absolute
A A

velocity v_, then the absolute derivative of I is given by

~ i = v5 I - I vS . (7)

This can be verified from eq. (6).

The inertia of a composite rigid body is the sum of the inertias

of its components. If a body b is a rigid assembly composed of rigid
A

bodies b^ then the inertia, I, of b is given in terms of the iner-
A

tias, I., of b. by1' 1 J

1=11,. (8)
i

This single spatial equation takes the place of three equations in

the conventional approach: one to compute the composite mass, one to

compute the composite centre of mass, and one to compute the
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rotational inertia about the new centre of mass.

_3 ._4 The Equations of Motion

In the absence of an applied force, the momentum of a rigid body-

is conserved. So

I v_ = constant . (9)

If a force is applied, then the rate of change of momentum is equal

to the net applied force:

* A ^ * A ( \
= IaL + jvxI_v, 110 J

where a_ is the rigid body's spatial acceleration. It will often be

convenient to regard eq. (10) as an inhomogeneous linear equation

f_ = I a + jp , (11)

where jp is the force which must be applied to the rigid body to pro¬

duce zero spatial acceleration, and is called the bias force. Eq.

(9) combines the laws of conservation of linear and angular momentum,

and eq. (10) combines Newton's and Euler's equations for linear and

angular motion of a rigid body.

Example 1

In chapter 2, example 3, we learned that a rigid body travers¬

ing a helical course with constant speed has constant screw

velocity ana hence zero spatial acceleration; but a force is

required to keep the body on this course, and we are now able
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to calculate it:

A A /\ A . A A

f=Ia+vxlv

= vx I V

f_ will only be zero if v_ is zero, if v_ is purely linear, or if

I v is coaxial with v_. This last case will occur if the screw

axis of v_ is one of the principal axes of the rotational iner¬

tia of the rigid body.

3_. 5_ Inverse Inertia

The inverse inertia of a rigid body relates impulse (or momentum)

to velocity, so if p = I v then v_ = $ p_, where $ = I ^ is the inverse

inertia of the rigid body. Inverse inertias obey the same rules for

transformation and differentiation as do inertias, but their composi¬

tion to form the inverse inertia of a composite body is accomplished

by the harmonic sum, thus:

»-(!«:' )"' • (12)
i

A

If a force f_ is applied to a constrained body producing an accelera¬

tion _a, then the acceleration may be expressed as

y\ A A A r \

a = $ £ + £ , (13)

A

where b is a vector depending on the velocity, motion constraints,

etc., and is called the bias acceleration.
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The main advantage in using inverse inertias comes in dealing

with bodies constrained to have fewer than six degrees of motion

/N A A -

freedom. For such a body, the equation $ _f = 0_ has non-trivial solu-
A- A ......

tions, so $ is singular and I does not exist. In fact the rank of

the inverse inertia equals the number of degrees of motion freedom
A ^ A

possessed by the body, and the solutions to $ f = 0 form the space 01

possible reaction forces generated by the motion constraints. The

main disadvantage of inverse inertias is the inconvenience of the

combination rule: the harmonic sum is difficult to perform, espe¬

cially if some of the matrices are singular.

The form of an unconstrained rigid-body inverse inertia with mass

*

m, centre of mass at P and central inertia tensor I is

(iM

. . 1 * *_i
This equation is identical to eq. [2J with — 1 replacing I and I

replacing m 1.

3_. 6_ Articulated-Body Inertias

I define an articulated body as a collection of rigid bodies con¬

nected by joints. All interactions between an articulated body and

the rest of a rigid-body system must occur through a single member of

the articulated body, which is called the handle. An articulated-

body inertia gives the relationship between a force applied to the

handle (by the rest of the system) and its acceleration, taking into

account the dynamics of the articulated body. The relationship is

*-1
I POx

.*-1

1 —~ *-1 —*
- 1 + OPx I POx
m

OPx I
*-1
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linear and may be expressed in the form

(15)

^ A

where f_ is the applied force, also known as the test force, a is the
^ A /\

handle's acceleration, I is the articulated-body inertia and p is

its associated bias force, which is the force which must be applied

to the handle to give it zero acceleration.

The basic idea of the articulated-body inertia is that it allows

the group of bodies making up the articulated body to be treated as

if they were a single rigid-body-like element of the system. This is

possible because all interactions with the rest of the system occur

through the handle and the form of eq. (15) is the same as the

rigid-body equation of motion, eq. (11). The use of articulated-body

inertias allows the simplification of a rigid-body system by reducing

the apparent number of elements. This is the basic idea behind the

articulated-body dynamics algorithm described in chapter 6.

Eq. (15) assumes that the handle has six degrees of motion free¬

dom. If this is not the case then the more general equation

is the acceleration of the handle in the absence of a test force. An

equation of this form always exists.

It is possible to generalise the notion of an articulated body to

allow more than one handle. In this case the relationship between a

test force applied to one handle and the acceleration of another

would be described by a cross-inertia, which would normally need to

(16)

AA ^
is required, where $ is the articulated-body inverse inertia and b
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be expressed as an inverse inertia. For more details on this topic

see chapter 9.

Articulated-body inertias depend only on the rigid-body inertias

of the members and the instantaneous kinematics of the connections

between the members. Velocity effects and the various forces acting

on and within the articulated body affect only the bias force.

3_._6.J_ Properties of Articulated-Body Inertias

Articulated-body inertias are defined in terms of a linear rela¬

tionship between a force and an acceleration. They are tensors and

obey the same rules for transformation of representation and dif¬

ferentiation in moving coordinates as do rigid-body inertias. They

have the same physical dimensions as rigid-body inertias. However,
A A A. A A

an expression of the form I _v, where I is an articulated-body iner¬

tia and _v is a velocity, is meaningless.

Articulated-body inertias, when they exist, are symmetric,1
positive-definite matrices (with respect to spatial transpose);

articulated-body inverse inertias are symmetric, positive semi-

definite; and inverse cross-inertias are generally non-symmetric,

indefinite and singular.

Articulated-body inertias are general symmetric matrices, not

conforming to the special form of rigid-body inertias. Physically,

this implies that there is no such thing as a centre of mass for an

articulated body and that the apparent mass has directional

1. I have not proved this statement in the general case, but I can
prove it for loop-free articulated bodies.
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A /\

£j
Figure 3.2 Articulated body with directional apparent mass

properties analogous to those of rotational inertia. To see this

consider the simple articulated body shown in figure 3.2. It con¬

sists of two bodies: a sphere of mass m^ with a cylindrical shaft
through the middle, and a cylinder of mass m0 which fits in the

shaft. The shaft is parallel to the y axis and the two bodies are

connected kinematically by a cylindric joint. Both bodies are ini¬

tially at rest and their centres of mass coincide at the centre of

the sphere.

/\

A force applied to the sphere along a line parallel to the z

axis and passing through the centre of the sphere causes both bodies

r T 1 T 1T ^
to accelerate with acceleration I 0 f I , but a force fL

—

m1 + m2 —z J —y

applied to the sphere in the y direction through the centre of the

sphere causes only the sphere to accelerate, so its acceleration is

'p ^ rp fp[ 0_ ~Ly 1 * -[n fact the 3*3 matrix in the mass quadrant of the
inertia for this articulated body, taking the sphere as the handle,

is
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M =

m^ +01^ 0 0
0 m, 0

0 0 m^ +m^

If the shaft were not parallel to one of the coordinate axes then M

would not be diagonal, but it would still be symmetric. This articu¬

lated body exhibits a centre of mass, since any pure force applied to

the sphere in a line passing through its centre imparts a purely

linear acceleration to it, but if the cylindric joint is replaced by
A

a screw joint then t_ causes the sphere to rotate, and a centre of

mass no longer exists.

_3.6^.2_ The Calculation of Articulated-Body Inertias

The calculation of articulated-body inertias (and cross-inertias)

is very difficult in the general case; indeed only the inverse iner¬

tias can be guaranteed to exist. However, if the connectivity of the

articulated-body is such that there are no kinematic loops and no

connections to ground (an un-movable frame) then the calculation

becomes relatively easy. The basic calculation method for this case

is described in chapter 6. The presence of kinematic loops intro¬

duces the need to calculate inverse cross-inertias, and the presence

of kinematic connections to ground causes some members to have less

than six degrees of motion freedom, also necessitating the use of

inverse inertias. A calculation method for these cases is described

at the end of chapter 9.
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_3.7_ Other Representations for Inertia

Ball [1900] analysed the spatial motion of a constrained rigid

body using screws. He represented the spatial inertia in terms of a

mass and a number of principal screws of inertia. The principal

screws are effectively eigenvectors of inertia, and the number of

screws required equals the number of degrees of motion freedom pos¬

sessed by the rigid body. This approach has some advantages in deal¬

ing with the dynamics of a single constrained body. Its disadvan¬

tages are that it needs a variable number of quantities of two dif¬

ferent types (scalar and screw) to describe a spatial inertia, and

that combining inertias to form composite inertias is very difficult.

Ball extends his analysis to multi-body systems with the theory of

screw chains, but the method of analysis is unsuitable for computer

implementation.

Spatial rigid-body inertia may be expressed as a 4x4 symmetric

matrix, which is used, in conjunction with 4x4 transformation

matrices, to express the kinetic energy of a moving rigid body. This

representation has become popular for use in the Lagrangian approach

to robot and mechanism dynamics, where finding an expression for the

kinetic energy of the system is one of the first steps, and it was

originally introduced by Uicker for this purpose [Uicker 1965; Uicker

1967; Paul 1981; Hollerbach 1980; Waters 1979]. However, this

representation of inertia does not appear to be used for any other

purpose, and it does not appear to be applicable to vectorial mechan¬

ics. Furthermore, it is not possible to represent articulated-body

inertias this way.



Spatial inertia can not be represented directly in terms of dual

numbers since the mass part of the inertia transforms the dual part

of the velocity motor into (part of] the principal part of the momen¬

tum motor. This problem can be surmounted by defining a quantity

called a binor [Dimentberg 1965], which is an ordered pair of 3x3

matrices of dual numbers. The operation of multiplying the binor

[A,A J by a motor a_ + e a^ is defined as

(a, A+ ) ( a + e a }=Aa+A+av v
— —o — —o

T
The form of the inertia binor is then ( H + e I, M + e H ). Binors

are linear operators, but not analytic. It is therefore not possible

to arrive at the inertia binor via the principle of transference.

One needs to define the operation of binor transformation, since

motor transformation matrices will not work on a binor, and one runs

into difficulty when trying to differentiate a binor. Compared with

the 6x6 matrix, inertia binors are very awkward to use.

It is possible to perform dynamic analysis using motors without

the need to represent inertia as a quantity in its own right by deal¬

ing directly with rigid-body momenta, as done by Yang [1971], or by

using methods which do not require a vectorial equation of motion, as

done by Woo and Freudenstein [19 71]- Most of the algorithms

presented in this dissertation do need to operate explicitly on iner¬

tias .

Mises' motor dyadic [Mises 1924a] is a 6x6 matrix of real numbers

that differs from my own representation only in the arrangement of

, which isthe quadrants. Mises' inertia dyadic is given by
M H
h i
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symmetric in the conventional sense. The difference is accounted for

by Mises' definition of special multiplication operators between

dyadics and motors. My arrangement is designed to fit as neatly as

possible into the framework of matrix algebra. The only new operator

required is the spatial transpose, which is the subject of the next

section.

3_.8_ The Spatial Scalar Product

So far we have not defined a scalar product on spatial vectors.

Such an operation needs to be able to combine the linear and angular

components of two spatial vectors in such a way as to produce a sin¬

gle scalar that has some physical significance. The only sensible

choice is for the scalar to be the work done by a spatial force over

a spatial displacement, or to be more accurate the virtual work done

by the force over an infinitesimal displacement, since finite dis¬

placements are not vectors. This is the definition used by Mises for

his scalar product of motors, and is also the same as the dual part

of the scalar product of motors in dual-number algebra [Brand 1953;

Dimentberg 1965] and as the virtual coefficient of two screws [Ball

1900].

A linear force f_ acting over an infinitesimal linear displacement

&_ performs an infinitesimal amount of work (virtual work] _f*6_. Simi¬

larly a couple _r acting over an infinitesimal angular displacement 0_

performs an infinitesimal amount of work Work is a scalar, so

it is permissible to add work due to linear and angular effects.
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Now let a spatial force _f = [ _f^ ]**" act over an infinitesimal
displacement _6_ = [ ]"*"• £ acts through the origin, and the

linear displacement of the origin is so the linear component of

work is f'<S". Similarly, the angular component of work is f -5, so
o —o —

we define the spatial scalar product as follows:

f ? 6 - f • 5 + f • 6 . (17]
— — — —0 —0 — V

This is a true scalar, independent of the choice of origin, as can

easily be verified by substituting £^ and 6^ in place of f^ and 6^
and expanding in terms of f^, ^ and OP.

This scalar product is defined only between a force-type vector

and a motion-type vector.1 This is the applicability restriction on

the spatial scalar product. The spatial scalar product of a vector

with itself is not defined, so we can not use the normal definition

of length for a spatial vector. Two vectors satisfying a_»b_ = 0 are

said to be orthogonal, (in screw theory they are said to be recipro¬

cal .)

An important property of this scalar product is that it is not

2
positive definite, i.e. if we override the applicability restriction

and allow the expression £•£ we find that it may be positive, nega¬

tive, or zero for non-zero £, so we still can not use the normal

definition of length. The effects of this property are largely

1. A force-type vector is one where the linear component is the line
vector and a motion-type vector is one where the angular component is
the line vector. There is a distinction between the two similar to
that between polar and axial vectors, for if we change the rotation
convention to the left-handed corkscrew then the representation of
the spatial vector a. becomes either £' or -_a' depending on whether it
represents a force-type vector or a motion-type vector.

2. See Lang [1972] (ch. 6) for the definition and properties of such
a scalar product.
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overshadowed by the effects of the applicability restriction.

3.9 The Spatial Transpose Operator

The scalar product operation can be expressed in matrix form as

^ A ?
a • b = a

0 1
1 0

b ,

but I shall eliminate the intermediate matrix by introducing the spa-

s
tial transpose operator, , defined on a spatial vector as follows:

AS
a =

a
—o

r T T
I a aL
—o —

(18)

The scalar product is then represented by

£ £b = a b . (19)

The spatial transpose operator is to have the same algebraic pro-

A 5S A

perties as the ordinary transpose operator, so _a = a,

( a_ + b_ + ... ) » a_ + b3 + ... , and so on. The spatial transpose

of a scalar is just the original scalar, and the definition of the

spatial transpose of a tensor A is obtained by requiring that

•*s * £ IS £S -}S A
_a A b_ = (, £ A b_ J = b. A a.

for all a_ and b_ (since a3 A b is a scalar). This results in the fol¬

lowing definition:

A B

C D

T T
D B

T T
C A

(20)

This can be memorised by observing that it is equivalent to an ordi¬

nary transpose about the broken diagonal through B and C as shown
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below.

A B,

C D

A

dt^-Bt
X

T T
C A

T

As a welcome bonus, use of the spatial transpose operator clears

up some of the anomalies between spatial algebra and ordinary vector

algebra. In particular, coordinate transformation matrices are spa-

y\-1 Ag , Ag A
tially orthogonal, i.e. X = X [or X = X J, the spatial cross

cl D D 3.

product matrix is anti-symmetric, i.e. = - v_x, and spatial

rigid-body inertias are both symmetric and positive definite, i.e.
C CS J A3 C A W A h1=1 and x I x > 0 V x * 0.

Example 2

The kinetic energy of a rigid body with inertia I and velocity

u_ is equal to the amount of work done in accelerating it from

rest to _u, so

A A

V=U

KE
A3 A

f v dt

A A
v=0

Now

A

f
A A A ^ A A
I a + vx I v

and

^ S A ( 3 A AS ^ \
f V - £ ( f V + V f )S A AS A

if df^A^SA A3(.Aa A,* A -V
2 I 1 I V J 1 + L lla+vxlvJJ

hi! u)
aa \ S A A S A a' A \

v + v- la J
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- M ^ (i i )sx * ( ii )s;nri ) •

so

KE = J uS I u

3.10 Spatial Vector Analysis

This section covers a number of topics with the general theme of

resolving vectors into components on generalised bases. The main

topics are the definition of spatial vector sub-spaces, a technique

for resolving a vector into components which are elements of given

sub-spaces, and the tensor product of spatial vectors.

3.10.1 Coordinates, Bases and Sub-Spaces

A set of spatial vectors e_^ is said to be linearly independent if
the only solution to T a. e. = 0 is for all a. to be zero. SinceJ L

l —l — l

spatial vector space is 6-dimensional, there can be at most six vec¬

tors in a linearly independent set. A set of r linearly independent

spatial vectors span an r-dimensional sub-space of spatial vector

space and define a basis on that sub-space. Any element of the sub-

space may be expressed in the form

a = I a. e. , (21 j
~

i=1 1 -1

where the numbers a^ are unique for each a_ and are its coordinates in
the basis {e^}. The members of a basis, and hence all members of a



sub-space, must be of the same type: motion or force. A standard

basis, as defined in chapter 2, is special in that its vectors are

given a physical interpretation as line vectors and free vectors. No

physical interpretation exists for the vectors of a general basis

except through their representations in a standard basis. Unless a

sub-space is indicated, a basis is assumed to span the entire spatial

vector space.

Eq. (21) may be expressed in matrix form as

a = E a , (22]

where E is a 6xr matrix whose i^ column is e., and a as an rxi vec-
—1 —

th **
tor whose i element is a.. E represents both a vector sub-space

(the column space of the matrix), and the particular basis (e } span¬

ning that sub-space. a_ is just a vector of coefficients identifying

a particular member of the sub-space.

A A a

The matrix A E, where A is a spatial transformation, represents

the r-dimensional sub-space spanned by {A _e^}. Any matrix E A, where
A

A is a non-singular r*r matrix, is equivalent to E in that it spans

the same vector sub-space, but with a different set of basis vectors.

The spatial transpose of a sub-space matrix is a straightforward

extension of the spatial transpose of a vector, and is given by

o

E3 =
E
E

= [ Eq ET ] , (23)

where E and Eq are 3*r matrices. It is convenient to extend the
definition of spatial transpose to apply to any non-spatial vector or

matrix. For such a quantity it is defined to be the same operation

as ordinary transpose. So, for example,
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aS = ( E a )S = aT ES . (24)

A

If S is an r-dimensional sub-space of the spatial vector space,

then SL is the sub-space orthogonal to S, defined as the space of all
A A

vectors orthogonal to every element of S. S has dimension 6-r and
A A A A

is of the opposite type to S. If S a is a vector in S and S J3 a

vector in Sx then ( S a )S Sx _3 = 0; but this is true for all a_ and

J3_, so we have the matrix equation

s3 Sx = 0 , (25)

where here 0 is an r=<(6-r) matrix of zeroes. Any two sub-spaces

which satisfy this equation are said to be orthogonal, regardless of

whether their dimensions add up to 6.

Vector sub-space matrices are used in chapter 8 to represent

multiple-degree-of-freedom joints.

3.10.2 Resolving Vectors into Sub-Spaces and Components

It often happens that we wish to resolve a vector into its com¬

ponents in two sub-spaces. This is only possible in general if the

two sub-spaces span the spatial vector space, and the solution is

unique only if the two sub-spaces have no non-zero element in common.

In our case it is also necessary for both sub-spaces to be of the

same type as the vector to be resolved. So, given an r-dimensional
A /

sub-space S, if we wish to resolve a vector [of the same type as the
4.

An A A

elements of SJ into unique components in S and T, it is necessary and
A

sufficient that T be a 6-r dimensional sub-space of the same type as

A

and having no non-zero element in common with S. I will describe the
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general procedure for doing this shortly, but first I describe the

special case of r=1 .

A A A 3 A
Take two vectors a. and b_ such that _a b_ # 0. We wish to express

a third vector c_ as the sum of two vectors c_ and cL,' where c^ = a_ a
A S A A 'A

and _b c_^ = °* £| is a member of the sub-space generated by _a, and
A A

£2 is a member of the orthogonal sub-space to _b. These spaces
satisfy the above conditions, so we are justified in saying that

A A A A A

£ = £] + £2 = £ a + —2 '

The problem is solved once we know a. To find a simply premultiply

by b_S giving

TS * rs a as a rs a
_b£ = ££a+£c_2 = £ a. a

ts a
^ £ (26)

a " aJT •b a

The denominator is non-zero by hypothesis,

A

This can be generalised as follows. Let S and T be two r~

A A

dimensional sub-spaces such that for every member S a of S there
A A A A N S A

exists at least one member T of T satisfying ( T J S a * 0. In
A 3 A

terms of matrices, this means that the rxr matrix T S is non-

A A j

singular. Now the sub-spaces S and T span the spatial vector space,

since the sum of their dimensions is 6 and they have no non-zero ele¬

ment in common, so it is possible to express a vector a. as

A A A . AS

_a = S a_ + T 3_. As before, _a may be found by pre-multiplying by T

thus:

A <3 Ao A A <3 A , A <3 A
T a = T S a + T T 6 = TS S a
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—a = ( TS S ) 1 TS a I (27)

This process is very useful for resolving forces acting on a rigid

body.

3.10.3 Reciprocal Bases and Orthogonal Bases

The applicability restriction prevents us from considering bases

which are orthogonal with respect to the spatial scalar product, but

we can consider reciprocal bases. Given the basis {e.}, the vectors

of the reciprocal basis [_f\ } are defined by

eS f.
-1 -J

0 if i*j
(28)

1 if i=j '

It is always possible to find a reciprocal basis (using a variant of

the Gram-Schmidt orthogonal!sation process based on the above pro¬

cedures). The reciprocal basis is useful for finding the components

of a vector on a given basis:

if v = £ e. v. then v. = f? v . (29)
— L —1 1 1 —1 —

. '

It is possible for a basis to be orthogonal with respect to an

inner product defined between vectors of the same type. For example,

we can say that the motion-type basis {e^} is orthogonal with respect
A AS A A \J

to the inertia I if e. I = 0 V i*j, and similarly for a force-

type basis and an inverse inertia. Such a basis can always be found

using a variant of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation process

described in [Lang 1972]. If the matrix is positive definite then so

is the inner product.
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Example 3
a

A rigid body with inertia I is initially at rest and its motion
a

is constrained to the sub-space spanned by S. Find the
a

acceleration of the body in response to an applied force f_. To
a

solve this problem, we hypothesise that f_may be split into two
a a a

components, f_ and t_ , where f_ is responsible for the motion
a

and f_ is absorbed by the reaction forces produced by the

motion constraints. The acceleration is constrained to lie in

a a a

S, and may therefore be expressed as S _a. If f_ is responsible
aaa

for causing the motion then f_ = I S a, and is therefore a
aaa a3 a

member of the sub-space IS. does no work, so S f_ = _0
a a a g a a

meaning that f_ is a member of S . Now S I S is non-singular,

so the hypothesised decomposition is permissible, and the

acceleration is given by

5.(s!!sr's!f
a a r a <a a a > — 1 aq a

* S a = S ( S I S J S _f .

Notice that S ( Ss I S ] 1 Ss is the articulated-body inverse

inertia of the constrained body.

3.10.4 Inertia Dyads ana the Tensor Product

The tensor product, a_ b_, of two spatial vectors a_ and _b is

defined as follows: for any third vector c_,

( JL J! ) * .2. = %. ( b. "* A ) * (30)

The tensor product of two vectors is represented as the 6x6 matrix
a -*s
a_ _b . Such a quantity is known as a dyad and is a matrix of rank 1
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(rank used in the matrix sense). The sum of r independent dyads is a

A

matrix of rank r; a set of dyads ju being independent if the vec-
A A

tors a^ are independent and the vectors b_^ are independent. Any
linear transformation of spatial vectors can be expressed as the sum

of six (or fewer) dyads, for a linear transformation is completely

specified by its effect on six linearly independent vectors. For

example, if (_e} is the image of {e_^} under some transformation A,
6

a r a A s [ * i
then the transformation can be expressed as A = I e_! _f. , where |_f. f

i = 1

is the reciprocal basis to {e_^}.

A rigid-body inertia, or indeed any symmetric articulated-body

inertia or inverse inertia, can be represented as the sum of six sym¬

metric inertia dyads. Let {s^} be an orthogonal basis with respect
to the inertia I, i.e. sS I s. =0 V i * i, then I transforms Is.}'

. . —l —J l—i'
T A

A I S_.
to fl s.}, and { } is a reciprocal basis to {s. }, so I may be1

—1 1 1 aS d A i
s. Is.
—l —l

represented as

a T A aS r6 I S . S . I
1 • I 7T\\ ■ (31)1=1 S. Is.

—1 —1

A A
We are free to make the s_^ orthonormal with respect to I, in which
case the denominator disappears. Similarly, the inverse inertia may

be expressed as

- A A3
6 s. s.

1=1 —1 (32)
i=1 ss I s.

. —1 —1

A — *] A A-]
by virtue of the identity I = I . II., and we have that
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- £ A AS c A A3 A6 I 3. S. 6 3.S.I

i Sfr = '; (33)1 = 1 S . I 3 . 1 = 1 S . I S .

—1 —1 —1 —1

Example 4

From example 3 we learned that the inverse inertia of a body
A

with rigid-body inertia I and constrained to move in an r-

A

dimensional sub-space S is given by

As. A f A <3 A A \—1 AO$ = s(sis) ' Ss .

A

Since here S represents only the vector sub-space, we may

choose the basis as we please, and in particular we may choose
A A A

the vectors sk making up S to be orthogonal with respect to I.
A g A A / A A A ■> -»j

If we do this then S IS becomes diagonal, so ( S I S J is

also diagonal, and we may expand the above equation as

A AS
r s. s.

$ = i -1 -1 .

i=1 s3 I s. '
—l —l

A

This shows clearly that $ is the sum of r dyads, one for each

degree of freedom, and hence that the rank of an inverse iner¬

tia is the degree of motion freedom of the body to which it

refers.

3.11 Summary of Spatial Algebra

A spatial vector is an element of a 6-dimensional vector space

over the real numbers. It may be interpreted geometrically as having

a line vector component and a free vector component. Analogous

linear and angular physical quantities (e.g. linear and angular velo¬

city, force, etc.] may be amalgamated to form spatial vectors if it
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makes physical sense to regard one of them as a line vector and the

other as a free vector. A spatial vector representing a physical

quantity may be classified as either motion or force type depending'

on whether the line vector part is the angular or linear component.

A spatial vector is represented as a 6x1 column vector of com¬

ponents in a standard basis, which comprises three unit line vectors

forming the axes of a Cartesian coordinate frame and three unit free

vectors parallel to the coordinate axes. The representation of a

spatial vector may be transformed from one standard basis to another

by a rigid-body coordinate transformation, which is represented as a

6x6 matrix. The basic operations of addition and multiplication by a

scalar may be performed on spatial vectors provided there is a physi¬

cal interpretation for such an operation. Transformations are com¬

bined and applied to vectors by matrix multiplication.

A formula for differentiating spatial vectors in moving coordi¬

nates is defined, which is closely analogous to the corresponding

formula for differentiating an ordinary vector in rotating coordi¬

nates .

A scalar product is defined between motion and force type vectors

which is not positive definite. To implement this as a matrix opera¬

tion, the spatial transpose operator is defined and used in place of

ordinary transpose. All spatial quantities are subject to spatial

transpose, but apart from this the normal rules of matrix algebra

apply. The use of spatial transpose makes coordinate transformations

orthogonal, spatial rigid-body inertias symmetric, and cross product

matrices anti-symmetric.
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The spatial inertia of a rigid body is defined as a tensor which

is spatially symmetric and positive definite, and which is

represented as a 6x6 matrix. Rigid-body inertias may be summed to

form the inertia of a composite rigid body. An equation of motion is

defined relating the force applied to a rigid body to the rate of

change of its momentum. The concepts of articulated-body inertias

and inverse inertias, which are the apparent inertias of collections

of rigid bodies treated as if they were one, are introduced. The

facility with which inertias can be manipulated is the distinguishing

feature of spatial algebra and what makes it more suitable for ana¬

lysing the dynamics of rigid-body systems than screws or motors.

Spatial quantities are denoted in this thesis by carets. Nor¬

mally no notational distinction is made between an object and its

representation, but if a distinction is needed for clarity then

representations are denoted by tildes.

This concludes the description of the spatial notation and under¬

lying spatial algebra. In the rest of this dissertation it will be

used as a tool for analysing robot dynamics and expressing dynamics

calculation algorithms. These two chapters have covered all the

material necessary for the analyses in the remainder of this disser¬

tation.
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Chapter 4

Inverse Dynamics - The Recursive Newton-Euler Method

_4._1_ Introduction

In this chapter I describe the recursive Newton-Euler formulation

for inverse robot dynamics - the calculation of the forces required

to produce a given acceleration. I start with inverse dynamics

partly because it is an easier problem to solve than forward dynam¬

ics, thus making it a good introduction to the subject of robot

dynamics, and partly because it is an essential part of the

composite-rigid-body method for forward dynamics, which is the sub¬

ject of the next chapter.

Inverse dynamics is primarily of use in control (e.g. see [Horn

and Raibert 1977; Luh et al. 1980b]J where it is used to provide

estimates of the joint forces required to drive the robot with

accelerations decided upon by the control system. In this applica¬

tion the ability to perform the inverse dynamics computation in real

time is of prime importance.

The recursive Newton-Euler formulation is not new, and is

described in [Luh et al. 1980a]. It is the most efficient currently

known algorithm for the calculation of the inverse dynamics of a

robot consisting of an open-loop kinematic chain with general
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kinematic and inertia parameters. More efficient formulations do

exist for robots with special geometries and/or simplified inertia

parameters (e.g. see [Hollerbach and Sahar 1983; Kane and LeVinson

1983]).

Before describing the algorithm itself, I give an example of how

the use of recurrence relations can produce computationally efficient

algorithms, and I define the system model of a robot which will be

used to describe this algorithm and the ones in chapters 5 and 6.

_4._1_._1_ History of Robot Dynamics

■ There have been two main approaches to formulating robot dynam¬

ics: the Lagrange approach and the Newton-Euler approach. They are

equivalent in that they solve the same problem, but the route to the

solution is different for each. In both approaches the key to compu¬

tational efficiency is the use of recursive formulations, which not

only reduce the computational requirement substantially over non-

recursive formulations, but also reduce the computational complexity

from (typically) o(n^) to o(n).

In the Lagrange approach, the Lagrangian of the manipulator is

expressed in terms of joint variables and velocities (which are the

generalised coordinates and their derivatives), and the expression is

substituted into the Euler-Lagrange equation which is expanded by

symbolic differentiation to give the generalised forces (joint

forces) in terms of the generalised coordinates, velocities and

accelerations. This method was first applied to robot dynamics by

Kahn [ 1969], who adapted Uicker's Lagrangian formulation for more
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general mechanisms [uicker 1965]. Kahn's formulation is computation¬

ally inefficient, but the efficiency of the more recently developed

recursive Lagrangian formulation [Hollerbach 1980] is comparable with

that of the recursive Newton-Euler formulation.

In the Newton-Euler approach, the equations of motion (Newton's +

Euler's equations] are applied to each link and the resulting equa¬

tions are combined with constraint equations from the joints in such

a way as to give the joint forces in terms of the joint accelera¬

tions. This method was originally developed for multi-body satellite

dynamics [Hooker and Margulies 1965; Hooker 1970], and has been

applied to robot mechanisms by Stepanenko and Vukobratovic [1976],
Vukobratovic [1978], Vukobratovic and Potkonjak [1979] and Orin et

al. [1979]. Some of these formulations are partially recursive, but

it was Luh et al. [1980a] who developed the fully recursive Newton-

Euler formulation.

Other relevant contributions include [Armstrong 1979; Horn and

Raibert 1977; Huston et al. 1978; Mufti 1979; Mufti 1983; Silver

1982; Turney et al. 1980; Waters 1979; Walker and Orin 1982]. A more

detailed account of robot dynamics history may be found in [Brady et

al. 1982].

4_. 2_ Recurrence Relations

All of the algorithms described in this dissertation use

recurrence relations to achieve computational efficiency.
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A recurrence relation is an equation defining a member of a

sequence in terms of its predecessors. Usually it is possible to

generate any member of a sequence by the appropriate number of itera¬

tions of the recurrence relation, given suitable starting values; in

which case the sequence is defined recursively by the recurrence

relation and its starting values.

In the context of robot dynamics, the elements of the sequences

would be, for example, the spatial velocities of the robot's links,

or their accelerations, and a recurrence relation giving the velocity

or acceleration of link i in terms of that of link i-1 could be used

to calculate the velocity or acceleration of each link in turn.

It turns out that the proper use of recurrence relations leads to

algorithms which are substantially faster than 'equation-of-motion'

type methods, for reasons described in chapter 1. For example, the

recursive Newton-Euler method is approximately 100 times faster than

the Uicker/Kahn method for a six-degree-of-freedom robot [Hollerbach

1980].

In view of the dramatic effect that recurrence relations have on

the efficiency of robot dynamics computations, it is worthwhile

spending a few moments discussing how they work. The question we

should ask ourselves is not 'why are recurrence relations so effi¬

cient?' but rather 'why are other methods so inefficient?'. I illus¬

trate the answer with a simple example.

Let the matrix B be defined as the product of n matrices thus:

n

B = n A. . (1 )
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The task is to compute the numeric value of B °iven numeric

values for and A.. Symbolic differentiation of eq. (1) gives the

following equation for 3 in terms of and A^:

n i-1 n

B = 7 P. where P. •=( II" A. ) A. ( n A. ] . (2)1 1 11 1
i-1 j=1 J j-i+1 J

To calculate B directly from eq. (2] requires the calculation of n

matrices P , each requiring n-1 multiplications, and their summation,

requiring n-1 additions. The total amount of computation is n(n-1)

matrix multiplications and n-1 matrix additions, or n(n-1)m + (n-1Ja

for short.

This is the 'algebraic equation' approach to computing the

answer, and is characteristic of many early robot dynamics calcula¬

tion schemes. The problem is solved algebraically giving a symbolic

equation, and the numeric solution is obtained by substituting

numeric values into the symbolic equation and" evaluating it.

This approach is usually highly inefficient because of the large

amount of repeated calculation in evaluating the solution. The

repetition is not particularly obvious, but is brought about by the

fact that an algebraic solution to a problem like this contains a

great many terms which are almost identical but which are each calcu¬

lated independently of the others. In this case, P^ differs from P^
by only 2 factors out of n, but each is calculated independently.

For example, consider the case when n=5. The computation performed

is the following:

B = A1 A2 A3 A^ A5 +
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 +

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 +

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 +

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 '

Notice that A^ is calculated three times, and in two of those
cases the result is multiplied by A^. Similar remarks apply to A^,
A„ and A,_. This repetition escalates as n increases.A b

Calculating the answer by means of recurrence relations offers a

way of eliminating these unnecessary calculations. To solve the

problem using recurrence relations, introduce the sequence of partial

i
results B. = II A., in which case B. , is given in terms of B. by

1 . j' i+1 5 l
vJ '

the recurrence relation

B. = B. A. . (3]i+1 1 i+1 v '

Repeated application of eq. (3). starting with B^ = A^, allows us to
*

calculate all the B., and hence B; but the task is to calculate B,
1

not B, so we differentiate eq. (3) to get a recurrence relation in

B. :
1

B. = B. A. +B. A. . (4)1+1 l 1+1 1 1 + 1 ■ K '

Now we can calculate B from eq. (4), starting with B^ = A^. To cal¬
culate B this way requires n-1 iterations of eq. (4], where one

iteration requires 2m+1a, but we also need the values of B.J...B ,

which requires n-2 iterations of eq. (3J (.or none if n<2) . So the

overall computational requirement is (3n-4)m + (n-l)a.
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s ize algebraic
recurrence

relation

n
2

n -n 3n-4

1 0 0

2 2 2

3 6 5

5 20 11

10 90 26

20 380 56

Table 4.1 Comparison of the computational requirements of

the algebraic and recurrence relation methods

Table 4.1 shows the computational requirements (for multiplica¬

tion only) of the two methods for various values of n. Notice that

the computational complexity of the recurrence relation method is

lower than that of the algebraic equation method (o(n) vs. o(n )), so

the improvement increases with problem size. The degree of improve¬

ment is greater with a more complicated problem, like robot dynamics,

where the computational complexity is improved from o(n^) to o(n).

_4.3_ The Robot System Model

The dynamics algorithms in this and the following chapters are

described using a system model of the robot. This is a description

of the robot in terms of the number of links, their inertias, and the

joints connecting them.

The first step in defining a system model is to label the various

components (joints and links) and specify which is connected to

which. Normally the connectivity^ has to be given explicitly, but

1. Connectivity is used here in the topological sense.
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the robot we will be considering consists of a single un-branched,

open-loop kinematic chain, as shown in figure 4.1, for which the con¬

nectivity is implicit in the numbering scheme.

Let there be n movable links, numbered 1..n, and n one-degree-

of-freedom joints, also numbered 1..n, such that joint i connects

link i to link i-1. Joint 1 connects link 1 to the immovable base

member, which will be called link 0 for convenience.

Figure 4.2 Robot geometry and parameters
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The next step is to define the geometry of the linkage, the types

of joint and the inertia parameters (see figure 4.2). To do this, a

set of link coordinate systems is introduced, one attached to each

link, where the coordinate system attached to link i is called i-

coordinates. Since the position of a link is fixed in its own coor¬

dinate system, we can express the inertia of link i and the axis of
A

any joint embedded in link i as a constant in i-coordinates. Let Ij
be the spatial inertia of link i and let s| describe the motion
allowed by joint i, both expressed in i-coordinates. s_| is either a
line vector or a free vector, depending on whether joint i is revo-

lute or prismatic (screw joints are considered in chapter 8).

Having introduced link coordinates, we need to be able to

transform representations of objects into and out of link coordi¬

nates. To do this, the adjacent-link coordinate transformations
A

.X. . are introduced. Each such transformation is a function of one
ii-1

joint variable, and needs to be computed on demand. The details of

how this is done depend on how the link coordinate systems are

chosen, and are left to chapter 7. Other coordinate transformations

can be computed from the adjacent-link transformations. It will be

convenient at this stage to make O-coordinates synonymous with abso¬

lute coordinates.

Finally, we need to define the system variables. These are as

follows: qi is the joint variable for joint i, its velocity, q^
its acceleration and the joint force. They may be treated as the

components of the n-dimensional vectors _q, q_, q_ and Q_. We will

always assume that q_ and q_ are known ana that we are either trying to

find _q given Q_ (forward dynamics) or Q_ given q_ (inverse dynamics) at

some particular instant.
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To simplify the task of describing the dynamics algorithms, they

will each be derived initially in absolute coordinates. To facili-

A ^
tate this the quantities s^ and 1^ are introduced, which are the
joint motion and spatial inertia of link i expressed in absolute

coordinates. Together they define the instantaneous kinematics and

inertia of the system. They may be calculated at any instant.from
A /A /

s_|, I! and , the latter being calculated [using a recurrence rela-
\ A A

tionj from 0X. , and . ,X..' 0 1-1 1-1 l .

In chapter 8 many enhancements to this basic system model will be

discussed, including branched kinematic chains, multiple-degree-of-

freedom joints and moving bases, while chapter 9 allows for the pos¬

sibility of kinematic loops.

4_._4 The Recursive Newton-Euler Formulation

The problem is stated as follows: given a system model of a robot

as outlined in the previous section and the values of the desired

joint accelerations, find the joint forces required to produce those

accelerations. The solution to this problem by the recursive

Newton-Euler method consists of three steps:

1) calculate the velocity and acceleration of each link,

2} calculate the'net force acting on each link from its motion

and inertia,

3) calculate the joint forces required to produce the forces

in step 2.
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Step 1_: Link Motion

Let v. be the absolute velocity of link i and a. its absolute
—l J —i

acceleration. The velocity of each link may be calculated from the

recurrence relation

v. = v + s. q. . ( v\. = 0 ) (5)
—1 -1-1 —1 Hi v —0 — '

(The starting value is shown in brackets.) The recurrence relation

for accelerations is obtained by differentiating eq. (5) and is given

by

A A. A A . A .. r A hi t r\
a. = a. , + v.x s. q. + s. q. . I a^ = 0 I 16J
—1 -1-1 —1 —1 Mi —1 v —0 — ' K '

Successive iterations of eqs. (5) and (6) allow us to calculate the

velocity and acceleration of every link.

Step 2_: Net Forces on the Links

The net force acting on link i is given by the spatial equation

of motion as the link's rate of change of momentum:

A^fc d f A A \
f. = -t£ ( I. V. )—1 dt v 1 —1 '

= I. a. + v.x 1. v. . (7j

Step 3_: Joint Forces

First we must find the total force transmitted from link i-1 to

link i through joint i, which includes the component due to bearing
A

reaction forces. If f. is this force, then we have
—1
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A A A % / ^ A ^ \ / •»

„ f. = f. + f. . f f - f J I8J—*■ —1 —1+1 —1 . v —a —n ' v 1

This recurrence relation allows us to calculate all the total joint

forces starting from the end effector. The scalar joint forces are

then given by!

Q. = sS f. . (9)
l —l —l .

The equations (5~9) form the complete Newton-Euler formulation for

inverse dynamics.

Known external forces acting on individual links may be included

in eq. (8] thus (see figure 4.3):

A A A # AY
f. = f. , + f. ~ f ,
—1 —1 + 1 —1 —1

Ax
where f\ is the external force acting on link i. Gravity may be

dealt with in this manner, but it is more efficient to simulate grav¬

ity by giving the robot a fictitious acceleration. This can be done

by using a^ = - g_ as the starting value of eq. (6), where g_ is the
gravitational acceleration vector.

4_._4._L The Recursive Newton-Euler Method in Link Coordinates

A more efficient formulation of the recursive Newton-Euler method

can be obtained by performing those calculations pertinent to link i

in i-coordinates. The increased efficiency is due mainly to it being

easier to transform three vector quantities (_v^, JL and f\) to an
1. This equation is derived from the power balance equation, which
in spatial form is v f = qQ.
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adjacent coordinate system than it is to transform one vector and a

tensor fs! and I!) from i coordinates to absolute coordinates; there

are also other factors involved, and a full discussion on this topic

is postponed until chapter 7.

Converting a formulation in absolute coordinates to one in link

coordinates is very simple. Firstly, all the quantities defined as

being represented in absolute coordinates are replaced by or rede-
A

fined as quantities represented in link coordinates. So I is
^ A

replaced by I', _v^ is redefined as represented in i-coordinates, and
so on. Secondly, quantities on the right-hand side of an equation

which are represented in a coordinate system other than that of the

quantity on the left-hand side are transformed accordingly.

The result of applying these rules to eqs. [5—9} is as follows:

v. = .X v +s'. q. , (Zn = o) (1 0)—l l 1-1 -1-1 —l Hi v —0 — ' \ '

a. = .X a +v.xs'. q.+s! q. , (_l_ = o) (11 ]—l l i-1 -i-1 —l —l Mi —l Mi ' v -0 — ; V .

A A A A ^ r \

f. = I! a. + v.x I! v. , (12)
—li—i—ii—i v. 1

S* A A A f A A \ / i

f. = .X. , f. + f. , f f = f J f 13J—l l i + 1 —i + 1 —l —n —n ' \ '

Q. = s!S f. . [14]l —l —l . . 1
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_4._5 Summary

I have described the Newton-Euler formulation for inverse dynam¬

ics, and in the process introduced the basic robot system model and

explained how recurrence relations work. To evaluate the inverse

dynamics for an n-degree-of-freedom robot requires n-1 iterations of

eq. (8) and n iterations of each of eqs. (5_7 and 9), so it is

clearly an o(n) algorithm. In the next chapter I describe the

composite-rigid-body method for forward dynamics, which uses inverse

dynamics as a building block, and in chapter 8 I deal with extensions

to the basic algorithm to cater for floating bases, branched

kinematic chains, etc..

A

A

£;

a*
net force = f.

—l

Figure 4.3 Forces acting on a link
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Chapter 5

Forward Dynamics - The Composite-Rigid-Body Method

5_.J_ Introduction

In this chapter I describe the composite-rigid-body method for

forward robot dynamics - the calculation of the acceleration produced

by a given set of forces. Forward dynamics is used for simulation,

so it is not necessary for it to execute at real-time speed, although

efficient algorithms are still useful to minimise the cost of simula¬

tion. The composite-rigid-body algorithm is used in the simulators

described in [Featherstone 1982; Featherstone 1983b; Swartz 1982];
for other approaches see [Thomas and Tesar 1982; Backhouse and Rees-

Jones 1981; Benati et al. 1980 ].

The composite-rigid-body method is not new, and is described in

[Walker and Orin 1982] as method 3. The method is based on finding

the force required to impart unit acceleration about joint i to links

i..n treated as a single composite rigid body, hence my choice of

name. It is the most efficient currently known general purpose algo¬

rithm for performing forward dynamics on robots with a small number

of joints; but for robots with a large number of joints it is slower

1. This paper first appeared as WP-2B in Proc. 1981 J.A.C.C., Char¬
lottesville, VA. I developed the algorithm independently in 1980,
but did not publish it.



than the articulated-body method, which is the subject of the next

chapter. The crossover point comes at about n=9, so the composite-

rigid-body algorithm is faster for most practical situations.

5_.J_.J_ Forward Dynamics

A robot's equations of motion may be written in the form

q = h(qj _q + c_(q.,qj , (l)

where £ is the vector of generalised forces, q_, _q and _q are the joint

variables, velocities and accelerations, H is an nxn matrix whose

elements are functions of _q only (n being the number of joints), and

£ is a vector function of _q and _q. The term H _q accounts for iner-

tial acceleration forces, and C for Coriolis, centrifugal and gravi¬

tational forces. (Gravitational terms are often treated separately.)
An equation of this form can be derived from both the Lagrange and

Newton-Euler approaches. I refer to H as the joint-space inertia

matrix.

The task of solving eq. (l j for _q can be broken down into three

parts: the calculation of H, the calculation of £, and the solution

of the simultaneous equations H _q = £ - £ for _q. In non-recursive

formulations, each element of H and £ is expressed as a sum or multi¬

ple sum of simple expressions (e.g. see [_Luh et al. 1980aj). Their

evaluation involves a lot of duplicated calculation. This is partic¬

ularly so with the calculation of the elements of £, each of which is

an o(n J operation. In the following sections I describe more effi¬

cient methods for calculating H and £, culminating with the

composite-rigid-body method, which is the most efficient known method
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for calculating H.

_5 ._2 Using an Inverse Dynamics Algorithm to Calculate Forward Dynamics

We can use an inverse dynamics algorithm (such as the one

described in the previous chapter) to calculate both H and C_. With

an o(n) inverse dynamics algorithm the calculation of H can be

achieved in o(n ) steps and _C in o(n). These are the minimum possi-
2

ble computational complexities, since H and _C contain n ana n ele¬

ments respectively. This approach produces a substantial increase in

efficiency over non-recursive methods, particularly with the calcula¬

tion of _C, but the calculation of H is not as fast as with the

composite-rigid-body method.

5_._2._1_ Calculating C_

If we set the generalised acceleration vector in eq. (l) to zero,

then the equation simplifies to:

Q = C(q,q) . (2)

The vector _C may thus be interpreted as the vector of generalised

forces which produces zero generalised acceleration, given the

robot's current position, velocity, etc.. We can use an inverse

dynamics algorithm to calculate C_ by asking it to calculate the

forces required to produce zero acceleration. If we view the inverse

dynamics algorithm as a function, IDA, taking q_, q_ and q_ as argu¬

ments, then we may compute C by



c(q,q] = IDA (_q,q_,0_) . (3)

Any inverse dynamics algorithm will do, but obviously an efficient

one is to be preferred. The result is that we can calculate _C

quickly and in o(n) steps.

_5._2.2_ Calculating H_

Using the inverse dynamics function, we can calculate Q_ of eq.

(1] for any acceleration vector of our choice, and we can also calcu¬

late C_, so we can calculate the product of H with any chosen vector

as follows:

IDA(_q,q_,u) = Q_

= H u + C_

= H u_ + IDA(q_,q_,0_J

—«- H u = IDA(_q,q_,_u) - IDA(_q,q_,oJ

= IDA2(_q,_u] (since H u is independent of q). (4)

IDA2 is just a simplified version of IDA which ignores velocity

effects, gravity, and anything else which is independent of the joint

accelerations.

If we let u_ = , where is defined such that its i^ element

is one and the rest are zero, then we can calculate column i of H

from eq. (4); so we can calculate the whole of H with n iterations of

eq. (4). This is Walker and Orin's first method for calculating H.
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Their second method is basically the same, but achieves a greater

efficiency by noting that H is symmetric and arranging to calculate

only the lower triangle.

Having calculated £ and H, the final step is to solve the simul¬

taneous equations

H q = Q - C . (5)

The complexity of this step is o(n ), thus making the complexity of

the overall solution o(n J, but the coefficient of n in the computa¬

tional requirement is much smaller than that of any of the lower

powers of n, and for values of n around n=6 (or even n=12) its con¬

tribution is insignificant. The largest part of the computational

burden for small n goes in calculating H.

Since H is symmetric and positive definite, specialised tech¬

niques like the Cholesky decomposition can be used to solve the equa¬

tions, though it is possible for H to become singular if some of the

links are given zero (or singular) spatial inertias.

Walker and Orin also describe a method for calculating _q which

bypasses the need to calculate H explicitly (method 4J. This method

uses an iterative technique for solving eq. (5) that converges to an

exact solution in a maximum of n iterations. At each iteration this

method requires the value of a vector H u_, where _u is chosen by the

iteration algorithm. The complexity of this method is o(n ), but the
2

coefficient of n is large enough that it ends up being less effi¬

cient that the composite-rigid-body method for all but very large

values of n (e.g. n>300J.



_5.3_ The Composite-Rig id-Body Method

This is a method for calculating the joint-space inertia matrix

which is more efficient than any of the methods described in the pre¬

vious section. It is described in [Walker and Orin 1982] as method

3. The method works by treating links i..n as a composite rigid body

which is accelerating about joint i, and uses the inertia of the com¬

posite body to calculate the forces involved.

It can be seen from eq. [4j that H u_ is the vector of joint

forces required to impart a joint-space acceleration of u to a sta¬

tionary robot which is free from gravitational or other external

influences; in particular column i of H [which is H 6_ ) is the vector

of joint forces required to produce a unit acceleration about joint i

only. Since no motion occurs about any of the joints i+1..n, they

can all be replaced by rigid connections without having any effect on

the dynamics lower down the chain. So the moving part of the robot

simplifies to a single composite rigid body (see figure 5.1).

°)
static

accelerating composite
body —

.rigid connectors

joint i

Figure 5.1 Acceleration about joint i only
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AC
Using the system model as described in chapter 4, let 1^ be the

inertia of the composite rigid body comprising links i..n, then

n

1° = I I. ,1
j=i J

which expressed as a recurrence relation is

I? = IC
, + I. . ( 1° = I ) (6)l i+1 l . ^ n n ; '

The force required to give 1° an acceleration of s_^ (i.e. unit
acceleration about joint axis i) is

f. = IC s. . (7J
—11—1. '

Now links 1..i—1 are in static equilibrium, so there is no net force

acting on any of them. Therefore every joint from 1 to i transmits
A

f. on to the next link. So for each joint from 1 to i we have that
—1

. .

A

the scalar joint force is the component of f\ on the appropriate

joint axis, and these quantities are the first i elements of column i

of H. Thus we have:

H.. = sS f. , ( j 2 i ) (8)
Ji —J —1 v ;

which, making use of the symmetry of H, enables us to calculate the

whole of the matrix H. An equation which shows the symmetry more

clearly is

H. . = H.. = sS IC s. , where r = max(i, j ) . (9j
ij j 1 —j r -1 ' ^ '

Eqs. (6-8) form the composite-rigid-body method for calculating the

joint-space inertia matrix. To complete the forward dynamics algo¬

rithm we need to calculate _C and to solve H q = Q - C, both of which

were covered in the previous section.
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5-_3_-J_ The Composite-Rigid-Body Method in Link Coordinates

The advantage of calculating the joint-space inertia matrix in

link coordinates is less clear than was the case with the inverse

dynamics algorithm of the previous chapter, since in absolute coordi-

* ■*
nates we need only to transform the quantities s_l! and I| to serve for
the calculation of both C_ and H, whereas in link coordinates we need

A A G ( ( 2 "N
to transform f\ and I (.the former involving 0[n J transformations J

in addition to the transformations carried out by the inverse dynam¬

ics algorithm. Nevertheless, the link coordinate version is faster

for n£16 (see chapter 7).

The link coordinate version of the algorithm is obtained as

/\

described in chapter 4, except that since f\ is needed in several
A

coordinate systems we replace it with f\ . where the second subscript

indicates the coordinate system in which it is represented. The link

coordinate version is as follows:

A At A A C A A , A r\ A \ r \

I = .X. . 1° . . J. + I! , ( 1=1' ) 10x l i+1 i+1 i+1 11 v n n ; V '

f.. = Ic a: , (11)—lii—i v.

f. . - .X. n f.. , , ( j < i ) (12)—ij j j +1 —ij+1 V 1

H. . = H. . =s'.Sf.. . ( j < i ) (13)
1J J1 —J —ij . ; \ ;

This is a good example of the conciseness of spatial notation

compared with conventional vector notation (cf. [walker and Orin

1982]).
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5.3-2 The Lagrange Approach to the Composite-Rigid-Body Algorithm

In this section I show briefly how eq. (9) may be obtained from

the Lagrange equation. This is how I originally developed the algo¬

rithm. From eq. (1) it follows that

30.
H. . = 3-^ . (14)U

Lagrange's equation for is

0 d 3L 3L f1c.iVdt 3?' I15J

where the Lagrangian is given by

L = KE - PE

= I i \ - PE • (16J
k = 1

So H„ is given by

tt 3 ( d 3 ( j; ,aS A nr. 1 3LH. . = -rrrr- { — -r-r— I > i V. I. V. " PE " -r J
ij 3q. ^ dt 3q. ^ , L. 2 -k k —k ' 3q. 1Mi k=1 1

3 r d r r *s A a i 3L >
3q. t dt l. —i k -^k 3q. ^

J k=i Mi

=

M7 ®iJ + *i l^lk + V xk ^kJJ " 3^]
J k=i Mi

= I ii *k ii ( r = max(i.j) )
k=r J

aS aC ^ r ^

sis.. (17—l r -j . K ' J
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Chapter 6

Forward Dynamics - The Articulated-Body Method

_6.J_ Introduction

In this chapter I describe the articulated-body method for for¬

ward dynamics - an alternative to the composite-rigid-body method.

This method has a computational complexity of o(n) as compared with

o(n } for the composite-rigid-body method, though it does not become

faster than the composite-rigid-body method until n reaches a value

of approximately 9.

The articulated-body method is new, though an early version is

described in [Featherstone 1983a]. The main difference between the

versions described here and in that paper is that the version

described here solves the forward dynamics problem in its entirety,

whereas the version described in the paper neglects velocity depen¬

dent terms and assumes that the forces required to compensate for

them have been calculated by an inverse dynamics algorithm.

The articulated-body method uses a different approach to solving

forward dynamics from the methods described in the previous chapter.

The basic idea is to regard the robot as a one-joint robot whose only

moving link is in fact an articulated body representing the rest of

the robot. The forward dynamics problem for this one-joint robot is
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easily solved once the apparent inertia of the moving link is known.

Once the acceleration of the first joint is known, the process can be

repeated for the second and subsequent joints. So the articulated-

body method consists of the calculation of a series of articulated-

body inertias which are used to solve the forward dynamics one joint

at a time.

The articulated-body method is quite unlike any other published

robot dynamics algorithm,^ though it does bear some resemblance to

Armstrong's method [Armstrong 1979]. This is another o(n] algorithm

for calculating forward dynamics, which uses recursion coefficients

playing a similar role to articulated-body inertias, but the approach

is somewhat different and in its basic form is only applicable to

robots with spherical joints.

_6.J_.j_ Articulated-Body Inertias

Articulated-body inertias were described in chapter 3. so here I

will just go over the important points.

A collection of rigid bodies connected by joints is called an

articulated body. To define an articulated-body inertia, we single

out a particular member of the articulated body, called the handle,

and define the articulated-body inertia as the relationship between a

A

test force _f applied to the handle and the acceleration a_ of the han¬

dle according to

1. See the note at the end of this chapter.
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£ * A A * ( 1 "1
f_ = I _a + £ . [1 J

AA A
I is the articulated-body inertia and p_ is the associated bias

force, which is the value of the test force which must be applied to

the handle in order to give it zero acceleration. It is not always
* A

possible to express the relationship between t_ and _a in the form of

eq. (lj, but a sufficient condition is that there be no kinematic

connection with ground, i.e. that the articulated body is a 'float¬

ing' system. The articulated bodies used in the articulated-body

method all satisfy this condition.

The equation of motion of a single rigid body can also be written

c \ A A
in the form of eq. [1 J, in which case I is its rigid-body inertia

and p_ takes the place of the velocity product term. It is therefore

possible to replace a member of a system of rigid bodies with the

handle of an articulated body without affecting the equations of

motion of the system. This works provided that the handle is the

only point of interaction between the system and the articulated

body. However, the real usefulness of articulated-body inertias lies

in their power to 'simplify' systems of rigid bodies by allowing

several members to be treated as one articulated body, so reducing

the apparent number of members in the system.

In the following sections I describe first the outline of the

articulated-body method, then how to calculate articulated-body iner¬

tias, and I finish with a detailed account of the articulated-body

method.
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6_.2_ The Articulated-Body Method in Outline

The basic idea of the articulated-body algorithm is to treat an

n-joint robot as a one-joint robot whose only moving link is in fact

the handle of an articulated body comprising all the remaining links

of the robot. To find the acceleration of the first joint requires

the solution of the forward dynamics of a one-joint robot, which is

much easier than the general case. Having solved for the accelera¬

tion of joint 1, we can treat link 1 as the (moving) base of an n-1

joint robot and repeat the process for joint 2, and so on.

So to carry out the articulated-body method we need two capabili¬

ties: the ability to calculate articulated-body inertias, and the

ability to solve the dynamics of a one-joint robot with a moving

base. I leave the problem of how to calculate articulated-body iner¬

tias to the next section and concentrate here on the forward dynamics

problem. We could use one of the methods of chapter 5 to solve this

problem, but the one-joint case is so simple that it is easily solved

directly.

Let a one-joint robot have a base moving with velocity v_ and
A A A

acceleration a_, a link with inertia I, a joint with axis s_, and let

the joint velocity, acceleration and force be q, q and Q respectively

(see figure 6.1 ). All quantities are measured in absolute coordi¬

nates. The velocity and acceleration of the link are given by

A A A » _ A

Vq = v + s_ q (2J
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joint
axis

moving
link

and

Figure 6.1 One-joint robot with moving base

A
. A ^ A

= a_ + j/xs_q + s_ q (3)

and the equation of motion of the link is

i b A -A /V b ^

L = 1 3.1 + li* 1 li ' (4)

a t , \ /\
where f_ is the net force applied to the link [ignoring gravityj. f_

is applied via the joint, so its component on the joint axis is Q,

i.e.

sS f = Q . (5)

Substituting eqs. (3 and 4) into eq. (5), we obtain an expression for

q in terms of Q:

_ /»S ( " " b * "1Q = _s [ I a_ + v^x I _v J
A S f C. f A A ^ A • A ,» a ^ ^ a "1
_s [I[_a + \rx_sq + s_qJ+v,xI_v J

as r b r - A a. a . 1 a^aa
-

s_ [ I [ a + v x s q J + v^x I
a s a ^
s Is

(6)
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Eq. (6) is the equation of motion for a one-joint robot with a moving

base.

If we replace the single rigid body of the link by an articulated

body comprising links 1..n of an n-joint robot, where link 1 is the

AA
handle, and we are able to calculate the articulated-body inertia I

and the bias force _p, then we can replace eq. (4) with

£ = !A iq + 1 (7)

and the equation of motion becomes

*s ( <j.A

q =

( (A A „ A . } /V[I [a_+v_xs_qj+£j
/>s pA xsis

(8)

Articulated-body inertias are positive definite (see chapter 3) so

the denominator is always greater than zero.

Eq. (8) is the equation of motion of the first joint of an n-

joint robot. To solve for the motion of the rest of the robot, treat

link 1 as the moving base of an n-1 joint robot, since we now know

its velocity and acceleration, and repeat the whole process, n

iterations will solve the problem completely.

— 3. The Calculation of Articulated-Body Inertias

Let us start by considering a simple articulated body comprising

two members. Calculation methods for more complicated articulated

bodies may be obtained by straightforward generalisations of the

solution for this particular example.
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Figure 6.2 Simple articulated body-

Let the articulated body comprise two members, b^ and b^, having
A A

inertias of I and respectively and connected by a joint with axis

_s (see figure 6.2). The bodies are initially at rest and experience

no applied force other than the test force, so the bias force will be
A

zero in this case. A test force £ is applied to b^ , which is chosen
A A

as the handle, causing accelerations of and a^ in b^ and b^
respectively.

AA
Let I be the articulated-body inertia of b^ in the articulated

body comprising b^ and then

1 - if 1, • (9)
A AAA

£ can be split into two components, £^ and £^, where _f^ is the net
A

force acting on b^ and £ is the force transmitted to b^ through the
joint bearings. The equations of motion for the individual bodies

are then

It = IT (T°)

and
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A A A (■ S

f2 - I2a2, (11J

and we also have that

AAA ^ -v

f = f! + f2 . (12)
A A

Now the joint imposes constraints on both a^ and f_2 which will allow
A A

us to express them in terms of a^ , and hence allow us to find _f in
terms of a.^ . a_2 is given by

a_2 = a. 1 + s_ a , (1 3)
A

where a is the scalar joint acceleration, and £2 does no work in the
direction of motion of the joint, so

Is f2 - 0 . (14)

We can find a in terms of by substituting eqs. (11 and 13) into

eq. (14), giving

AS be A A ^
£ I2 { a + £ a J = 0

AS b A

_ 1 Ija
AS C A

£ I £
J 5)

Once we know a, we can find f_ in terms of _a :

A 0 A A A

-1-1 2 -2

aS a a

? d . ? r s A - 2 -1 ^
1 -1 + 2 ^ -1 - AS A A ^

£ 1 _s

T A AS A
c a a — — 2 i a r 1

=

1 + I2 AS A " ^ -1 * ^16"'
£ l £

Eq. (16) has the same form as eq. (9), and since both are valid for
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all f it follows that

T A AS A
AA A lO S S 10

(17]
" R £ C. c. cL
1. - 1. +■ 1 _

I 2 A S £ A

Note two interesting points about eq. [17). Firstly, it is a

A A

symmetry preserving equation, that is, if I and are symmetric

C N A ^
[which they are J then I is also symmetric. Secondly, we can use it

A A A A

to show that 1^ is bounded below by I and bounded above by I-]+I2
the sense that for any vector x. we have

* S £ <a , AS OA A AS ( d £ "I A
x 11 _x. - 21 *1 21 = 21 I *i + ' — "

A A
This is a stronger statement than merely saying that I is positive

definite, and is proved by letting x_ = x^ +x_^ where = x^_s and
aSt a n

—2 2— =

_6.3_._1_ Allowing for Velocities and Active Joint Forces

Now let us consider what happens when we allow the bodies to have

non-zero velocities and allow an active force to be present at the

joint. In this case the bias force will be non-zero, so we must

replace eq. (9) by the inhomogeneous version

£ - if i, ♦ i, • (18)

Let b^ and b^ have velocities v^ and respectively (consistent with
the joint constraints], then velocity product terms appear in the

equations of motion of b^ and b^, which become

£, = i, ^ . (19]
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-2 = *2 -2 + ^2 ' '-20-'

where _p| and p^ are the bias forces due to velocity product effects
and are given by

A V A ^ A A \
=

£, x I1 1-, • I21 J
A V a _ A A /■ \

£2 = X2* Z2 -2 * t22-1

It is convenient to extend the notion of bias force to rigid bodies.

A velocity product term also appears in eq. (13) which becomes

A A

V-4. ^ "
—2 -1

. ... A ^ A A ( \
a„ = a, + ^ x v2 + s a . [23 J

If we let Q be the active joint force then this appears in eq. f14],
which becomes

Is l2 = Q . (24)

The equations are now a bit more complicated, but we follow

exactly the same line of reasoning as before, ending up with the fol¬

lowing equations:

T A aS T

?A ? d 2 — - 2 (nr. •

ri " ri * J2 - „s . . • '25-
£ 12 —

„ -*S f* ^ ~ ^ , A V|
« .V .V 4 , „ . . „ Q - E U2 V
E, " E, * E2 * l2 1, * X2 + £ 7s"p~ : 1 ' ^1 I2 —

Eq. (25) is the same as eq. (17), demonstrating that articulated-body

inertias do not depend on the forces present in the system. Eq. [26)

looks complicated, but its evaluation need not be as time-consuming

as it might seem since there is some duplication of expressions both

within eq. (26) and between eqs. (26 and 25).
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—•2.'— More General Articulated Bodies

The inertia of a more general articulated body can be obtained by

replacing the rigid bodies b^ and b2 in the example with the handles
of two (independent) articulated bodies. Eqs. (25 and 26) then

become the general formulae for calculating the inertia of a larger

articulated body recursively in terms of the inertias of two smaller

articulated bodies. An articulated-body inertia for an articulated

body containing n joints can be calculated in n iterations of eqs.

(25 and 26), one per joint.

This process is limited to the calculation of inertias for arti¬

culated bodies free from kinematic loops. The presence of kinematic

loops complicates matters considerably, and I defer consideration of

this problem until the end of chapter 9.

_6._4 The Articulated-Body Dynamics Algorithm

I come now to the detailed description of the articulated-'oody

method for forward dynamics, using the system model as defined in

chapter 4. This method consists of two steps:

1) the calculation of a series of articulated-body inertias,

one for each link, and

2) using the articulated-body inertias to calculate the joint

accelerations.
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A

p jy*—joint i missing

Figure 6.3 Articulated body i

Step J_: Calculating the articulated-body inertias

Define articulated body i as the articulated body comprising

links i..n of the robot, connected by joints i+1..n (see figure 6.3).
^ A A

Link i is always the handle of articulated body i. Let I. and pk be

the articulated-body inertia and associated bias force of link i in

articulated body i. Our target is to find a pair of recurrence rela¬
ysA A A A A

tions which will enable us to calculate I. and p. from I. , and p. . .
1 —1 i+1 —1+1

Since velocity effects are to be included in p_^, we must start by
calculating the velocities and velocity product forces at each link

in turn. Let v_. be the absolute velocity of link i and let p_V be the

bias force on link i due to velocity product forces, then

^ A A . ( A 'X \ c \

li - li-, ♦ ii ( Xo ■ ° ) t27'

and

A V A ^ C A fool
p. = v.x I. v. . I 28J
—1—11—1 ^ J

Terms due to external forces acting on link i may also be included in
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eq. (28). The equation of motion for link i then takes the form

A $ * -*v
f_ = Ii a_ + £ .

A

Apply a test force _f to link i in articulated body i, producing

an acceleration of a_ in link i and a^ in link i+1. Splitting t_ into
A A A A

components f^ and f_2, where f_^ acts on link i and f^ is passed on to
link i+1, and treating link i+1 as the handle of articulated body

i+1, we have the following relations:

i - ^ ii + £i '

£, = ii ii +£I ' (30)

i2 = ij+1 i2 + £i+1 (31)
and

A A A\ / \

f = f1 + f2 . (32)

Joint i + 1 constrains a_2 such that it can be described in terms of

a^ and a single unknown scalar, and imposes one degree of constraint
* ^

on t_. a_ is given by

A A A ^ /v A f _ A

—2 = —1 ^i+1>< —i+1 Vl + ^i+1 a ' [33^
A

where a is the unknown joint acceleration, and the component of f_2 on
the axis of joint i+1 is » i.e.

iL, h • Qi., • (3"J

We need to find a in terms of a_. This can be done by substituting

eqs. (31) and (33) into eq. (3*0, giving

^s cqA c A ^ 1 A 1
s. .11. .la. + v. .x 3 q + s al + p. ,J = Q. ,
—1 + 1v i +11 —1+1 —1+1 Mi + 1 —1 + 1 ; —1+1' i + 1
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a =

A S ( ( A A /N A • > A

Ql+1 - ^Ij +l"^! "1,1) *Ej+i
as" qA
—i + 1 i+1 —i+1

(35)

Now we know a, we can express in terms of a^ and hence we can
express _f in terms of _a using eqs. (30-33) as follows:

1 q A AV lA A
— = i -1 + + Xi+1 —2 * £i+1

A /V A V lA (A A „ A • /V •> A
= I. a, + p. + I. , I a, + v. ,* s. , q. , + s. , a J + p. ,

1 —1 —1 i + 1 v —1 —1 + 1 —1 + 1 Hi + 1 —1 + 1 ' —1 + 1

q a av a qA . a -
= I. a, + p. + p. , + I. , a. + v. , x s. , q. ,

1 — —1 —1 + 1 i+1 —1 —1 + 1 —1 + 1 Mi + 1

+ s- 1
—1 + 1

. AS ("AA fA A A AQ. , -s. .11. ,1a. + v. ,x si+1 —1+1v i+1 —1 —1+1 --1+1 W "ii+d
a 3 q A a
0. . x. . a. ,—1+1 i+1 —1+1

aA A AS -iA \
-A i+1 -i+1 -i+1 i+1 I1'i+1 as qA a'

5I+I q+12.1+1 /

AV A OA A A A .
+ p. + p. , +1. , v. , x s. , q. ,

—1 —1+1 1+1 —1+1 —1+1 Mi+1

lA A ( AS f'A A a A . A -v 1

*1+1 5.1 + 1 1Qi + 1 - 5U1(IU1 ll+1X 51 + 1 1i + 1 - £•!+! ) J
+ ■ 1 1 - - " 1 .... .

as' qA" a
3. , I . , S . .—1+1 1+1 —1+1

. (36)

On comparing eq. (36) with eq. (29) we get the following expressions

„ *A , A
for I. and p. :

1 —1

^A A AS "A
A AiA
1

A A A
= I. + I ,1 1 + 1

i+1 -i+1 -i+1 i+1
A S A A * 9
-i+1 i+1 -i+1

(37)

A

*i
A V A

= P • + P • 1
—1 —1+1

qA a „ a- I1+, li+1- 11+1 QU1

qA
I. , s. ,i+1 —1+1 (Q. . - SS (i^ v x s. . q. . + p. . ))^

i + 1 —1 + 1 v i + 1 —1 + 1 —1 + 1 Hi + 1 —i+r; (38)as' qA' a '
3. , I. , s. ,—1+1 i+1 —1+1
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The starting values for these recurrence relations are simply

IA = I (39)
n n v '

and

p = Pv . M
-HI -HC

since articulated body n is just a single rigid body.

Step 2: Calculating the joint accelerations

Having found all the articulated-body inertias, we can now start

calculating the joint accelerations. At the i^ stage of this compu¬

tation, link i-1 is treated as the moving base of a one-joint robot

and articulated body i as its only apparent link. So, if we let a_

be the absolute acceleration of link i, we calculate assuming that

a. , is known, which then allows us to calculate a. ready for the—1-1 —1

next iteration. a_^ is given in terms of a_by
A A A ^ A , A
a. = a. . + v.x s. q. + s. q. , 141 J
—1 -1-1 —1 —1 Hi —1 Hi . ;

and the total force, f_, transmitted through link i is related to a_^
by

d £A /» a
1 ■ q * £i

= IA(a. .-i-v.xs. q. + s. q. ) + p. . (42)1 v -1-1 —1 —1 Mi —1 ; —1 . '

A

The component of f_ on the axis of joint i is Q., so we have

^s *
s f = Q.
—1 — 1
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AS ( *A ( A A ^ A ' AT. A 1 ■
s. I I. I a. . + v.* s. q. + s. q. J + p. J = Q.
—1 v 1 v -1-1 —1 —1 1 —11 —i 1

- AS f iA f A A A A . \ A \Q. - s. I I. I a. , + v.x s. q. J + p. J
'•

- 1 —i i —i-1 —i —i i —i
qi ~ as aa A

s. I. s.
—l l —l

(43)

Substituting the value for q back into eq. (41 J gives us au for the

next iteration, and the starting value for eq. (41 j is

10=0. (44)

Gravity may be catered for by giving the base a fictitious accelera¬

tion of -£, where £ is the gravitational acceleration vector, in

which case the starting value for eq. (41 ) is

|q = - £ . (45)

6_. 4_.J_ Common Sub-Expressions

If the articulated-body algorithm is carried out exactly in

accordance with the above equations then a significant amount of

duplicate calculation is performed due to the presence of common

sub-expressions both within and between the equations. This repeti¬

tion may be eliminated by introducing the following partial results

which should be computed once and stored for later use:

c. = v.x s. q. , (46)—1 —1 —1 Mi '

h. = if 1. , (47)

d. = a3 h. (48)1—1—1 ^ '

and
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_ fS A AS A
u. = Q. -h. c. -5. p. .
1 l—i—i —l —i .

(49)

In terms of these partial results, the equations of the articulated-

body algorithm become:

v. = v. . + s. q. ,
—l —i-1 —l Hi

aV A ^ q AD. = v. x I. v. ,
—i —l l—i

aA a a A

1=1. + I
i I i+1

^ A cq

ili+1 di+l
di+l

f A a \

(lo-o )

A A /A N

1A = I
n n 1

(50)

(51 )

(52)

A AV A AA A

P< " P 4 + P^1 +

u. ,1+1
—i —i —i+1 i+1 -i+1 d. , -i+1i+1

Sn-K) (»)

a. = a. „ + c. + s. q. ,
—l —i-1 —l —l Hi (io = i ) (54)

qi

ts *
u. - h. a. ,
i —l —i-1

d.
l

(55)

_6.4_.2_ Computation in Link Coordinates

There is a slight benefit from performing this computation in

link coordinates, though it depends entirely on the greater scope for

optimisation in link coordinates than in absolute coordinates (see

chapter 7). The conversion to link coordinates is effected by

straightforward application of the rules laid down in chapter 4, and

result in the following equations:

c. = v. x s ! q. ,
—1 —1 —1 Hi

A 'A A
h. = I s! ,
—1 1—1

A S A
d. = s! h. ,
1 —1 —1 '

(56)

(57)

(58)
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V.
—1

.X. . v. + s! q. ,
1 1-1 —l —l Mi

A £ .60)

"V ' a i

p. = v.x i; v. ,
—i —l l—i

(61)

A A A A /. A A
I = I! + .X. ,1 , -l l ii+1^ 1+1

C: as
Hj+1 £j+i
di+i '

)• X ,;i+i i (iA = i')v
n n'

(62)

u.
"V A (* CA ^ 1 + 1 A 1 CA aV1 IV-O'

h. ,J , Ip =p J 163)_i+1 > > ^ *■ •"
'• "V ,, " — .n. /■' j.

p. = p. + .X. , Ip. . + I. , c. . + —
—l —i I i + 1v—1 + 1 i + 1 —i + 1 d.

i + 1

A '• A A A
f

a. = .X. , a. - +C- +s! q. ,
—l l 1-1 -i-1 —l —l Hi (lo-i) )64)

qi

Zs 0 Au. - h. .X. , a. ,
i —li i-1 -1-1

d.
i

(65)

Note: Since writing this thesis it has been brought to my attention
that an algorithm described by Vereshchagin ("Computer Simulation of
the Dynamics of Complicated Mechanisms of Robot-Manipulators", En¬
gineering Cybernetics, no. 6, pp. 65-70, 197-4) is practically identi¬
cal to the articulated-body algorithm, although it is derived using a
different approach.
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Chapter 7

Coordinate Systems and Efficiency

7_.J_ Introduction

In this chapter I deal with the details of the efficient computer

implementation of the algorithms presented in the last three

chapters. In particular, I cover the choice of link coordinate sys¬

tems, the implementation of efficient spatial arithmetic, and a com¬

parison of the computational requirements of the algorithms. These

details have been deliberately omitted from earlier chapters to avoid

cluttering the descriptions of the algorithms.

I do not describe the implementation of any simulator or control

system based on these algorithms, nor any programs or program frag¬

ments illustrating the implementation of the algorithms in terms of

computer code.

1_.2_ The Placement of Link Coordinates

The robot system model described in chapter 4 states that there

is a coordinate system attached to each link, and refers to the one

attached to link i as i-coordinates. No indication is given as to

where it should be placed relative to the link. Any placement is
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permissible, but certain placements are computationally more con¬

venient than others by virtue of giving some of the system parameters

a special form, thus allowing short cuts to be taken in some of the

computations. The savings can be quite substantial. The two most

convenient placements are:

1 J to align the coordinate axes with the principal axes of inertia

of the link, and

2) to align one of the coordinate axes with the axis of one of the

joints imbedded in the link.

With choice 1 the equation of motion of the link takes on a special

form, while with choice 2 the joint axis vector takes on a special

form and the task of calculating the transformations between adjacent

link coordinate systems can be simplified. From the computational

point of view, choice 2 is more profitable.

A coordinate system placement that is particularly effective in

reducing the computational cost is that due to Denavit and Hartenberg

[1955]. The scheme makes use of the fact that any two lines in space

have a common perpendicular, which is normally unique, and places the

coordinate systems such that their z axes are aligned with the joint

axes and their x axes with the common perpendiculars.

A coordinate placement based on this scheme is shown in figure

7.1 (see also [Featherstone 1982]). 0. is the origin of i-coordin-

ates, which has its z axis aligned with the axis of joint i and its x

axis aligned with the common perpendicular between the axes of joints

i and i+1, both of which are imbedded in link i. The transformation

from i-coordinates to i+1 coordinates is effected by a screw
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Figure 7.1 Link coordinate systems
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transformation on the x axis, comprising a rotation ou and a transla¬

tion a., followed by a screw transformation on the new z axis
1

comprising a rotation 8. „, a translation s. . and a rotation ory i+1 i+1

translation of q depending on whether joint i+1 is revolute or

prismatic. The four parameters a., a., s. „ and 0. , give the rela-
l i i + 1 1+1

tive position of i+1 coordinates with respect to i-coordinates when

the joint variable q^ is zero. 0^ is the base coordinate system
(rather than 0^) to allow arbitrary placement with respect to the
first joint axis, and 0 , is the end effector coordinate systemn+1

which can be placed arbitrarily with respect to the last joint axis.

A total of 4n+6 parameters define the kinematics of the robot.

This scheme is adequate for straight kinematic chains and single

kinematic loops, but has some problems in coping with arbitrary

mechanisms. A more general scheme for coordinate placement is

described in [sheth and Uicker 1971]-

3_ Efficient Spatial Arithmetic

The straightforward way of implementing a spatial arithmetic

capability on a computer is to use a standard matrix arithmetic pack¬

age and augment it with functions to perform spatial transposes on

vectors and tensors. (Two operations are needed.] In this case a

spatial vector is represented by a 6x1 matrix and a spatial tensor by

a 6x6 matrix. The main disadvantage with this scheme is the

representation of spatial transformations. A spatial rigid-body

transformation is determined by six independent parameters, but there

are 36 in a 6x6 matrix. The redundancy in this representation leads

to considerable inefficiencies in storing, combining and applying
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transformations [Rooney 1978J. The representation of rigid-body

inertias, which have ten independent parameters, is also inefficient.

To improve the efficiency, spatial quantities may be stored in a

computer as aggregates of scalar and 3~dimensional vector and matrix

quantities, and a small suite of special purpose procedures may be

defined to implement the necessary arithmetic operations in terms of

these quantities. There are adequate facilities in most programming

languages to hide the implementation details from the programmer, who

should be allowed to think of spatial quantities as objects in their

own right.

Quantity
Mathematical

Form
Computer

Representation
No. of Real Numbers
Math. Comp.

vector
V

V
—o

spv(v, vj 6 6

transform
E 0

T
Er_x E

spx(E, rj 36 1 2

artic.-body
inertia

r T 1
H M

I H
abi (m, H, i) 36 27

rigid-body
inertia

hxT ml
I hx rbi(m, h, i) 36 13

Table 7.1 Computer representation of spatial quantities

The suggested computer representations for spatial quantities are

given in table 7.1. The notation obj(a, b, ...j is intended to

represent a computer record, structure, or aggregate representing obj

and containing the quantities listed, which are not necessarily quan¬

tities of the same type. The implementation of operations like addi¬

tion on the computer representations is obvious, so I shall concen¬

trate on operations involving transformations.
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7.3.1 Efficient Transformations

/V A A

Let X, X
^ and X2 be

0 " r e
A E A 1
X =

T , x1 =
E rx E .Ei -1
* A A

that X = X X2 , we have that

and Xg =
E2 —2*

0

E,

E 0
T „

E rx E1 % x E1

E1E2

E2 —2* E2

E^/E^E^x1 EiE2

E1E2 °

E1E2^E21-1+-2^T E1E2

Given

So, in terms of the computer representations of the transformations,

we have that

_ .Jspx( E1 , r\j ] spx( E2, r_2 ) = spx( E^, r_2 +E^r^ ) .

The implementation of this operation requires one 3*3 matrix multi¬

plication, one transpose, one matrix-vector multiplication and one

vector addition. The total computational requirement is 3om+27a,

where m stands for scalar multiplication and a for scalar addition.

This compares favourably with the computational requirement for a 6x6

matrix multiplication, which is 2l6m+l80a. Other operations involv¬

ing transformations may be treated in a similar way, and the results

are summarised in table 7.2. (it is assumed that the operations a_xbx

and a_xB take 9m+3a and I3m+9a respectively. J The figures in the

improvement column indicate the factor by which the computational
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Operation Result Cost Improve¬
ment

spx(E1 ,r\| ) spx(E2,r_2]
_ -j

spx(E1E2, £2+E2 £_1 ] 36m+27a 6

spx(E,rj spv(v,vj spv(Ev, E(vQ-rxv)j 2Mm+l8a 1.5

spx(E,_r) abi(M,H,l)
1 1

abi(EME , E(H-rxM]E ,

T1 - — 1

E(l-rxH +(H-rxfi)rxjE )
216m+162a 2

spx(E,r) rbi(m,h,l] rbi(m, e(h-mr),
e(l+rxhx+(h-mr)xrxJe 1)

84m+69a 5

Table 7.2 Implementation of transformation operations

cost is reduced over the use of 6-dimensional vectors and matrices.1

In view of the large improvement in efficiency I recommend the use of

this representation.

7_.3_.2_ Symmetry

The process of reducing the computational requirement can be

taken much further. For instance, we can make use of the fact that M

and I are symmetric, and implement special functions for the addition

and multiplication of symmetric matrices. The resulting improvement

in efficiency is about 20%, which is quite small, and the numbers are

given in table 7.3.

1. In most cases both multiplication and addition requirements are
reduced by the same factor, but where not the improvement figure is
calculated assuming multiplication takes 4 times as long as addition.
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Operation
Cost

before after

Improve¬
ment

spx(E,rJ abi(M,H,l) 216m+162a 177m+132a 1 .2

spx(E,r) rbi(m,h,l) 84m+69a 69m+57a 1 .2

Table 7-3 Making use of symmetry

7_.3_.3_ Screw Transformations on Coordinate Axes

Recall that Denavit-Hartenberg style coordinates allow the

transformation from one link coordinate system to an adjacent one to

be performed by two screw transformations, one on the x axis and one

on the z axis. When the screw axis is one of the coordinate axes,

the transformation takes on a particularly simple form (e.g. see

[Rooney 1978]) and can be represented as scr(e, d, w), where 9 is the

angle of rotation about the axis, d the displacement along it, and w

the specification of which axis (x, y or z) is involved. For exam¬

ple, scr(e, d, z) is equivalent to spx(E, rj where E =

and r =

c s 0
-3 c 0
0 0 1

the abbreviations s and c standing for sin(.Gj and

cos(e) respectively. The application of scr(e, d, z) to spv(v_, v^)
proceeds as follows:
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c s 0 0 0 0

-s c 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

-sd cd 0 c s 0

-cd -sd 0 -s c 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

V
X

cv +
X

3V
y

V
y

1>o SV
X

V
z

V
z

V
ox

c(v +v d) +^
ox y 1 s( v -v d)

oy x

V
oy

c(v -v d) -
oy x

s( v +v d)
ox y

V
oz

V

L 02

The computational requirement for this operation is 10m+6a, which is

less than half of the requirement for the general transformation, so

it is possible to save time by performing transformations between

adjacent coordinate systems as pairs of these transformations.

Operation Cost Improvement

scr(e,d,w] spx(E,rJ 15m+9a 1 .25

scr(e,d,w) spv(v_,vQ] 10m+6a 1 .25

scr(e,d,w) abi(M,H,l) 70m+64a 1.5

+symmetry 54m+50a 1 .5

scr(e,d,w) rbi(m,h,l) 31m+25a 1 .35

+symmetry 23m+20a 1 .5

Table 7.4 Coordinate-axis-screw transformations

The computational requirements for the operations of table 7.2

using coordinate-axis-screw transformations are given in table 7.4.

The figures in the cost column refer to one transformation, but those

in the improvement column refer to using two coordinate-axis-screw

transformations instead of one general one. To save having to com¬

pute trigonometric functions every time a transformation is per¬

formed, the aggregate should include the values s=sin(o] and
2 2

c=cos(g), and for transforming matrices it is assumed that s , c and
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sc are also available (otherwise an additional 3m overhead per

transformation is incurred]. Notice that the combination of

coordinate-axis-screw transformations and symmetric matrices is more

effective than either separately. An additional bonus with this

method is that we do not have the overhead of constructing explicitly

the transformations between adjacent link coordinate systems.

Even this is not the last word in optimisation, for if we take

the operation scr(e, d, w] rbi(m, h_, i] and find an expression for

each element of the result, then, by judicious use of partial

results, we can reduce the computational cost to a mere 19m+l8a.

7_.3_._4 Parallel Computation

It has been assumed throughout the preceding discussion that the

calculations are to be performed on a serial computer. Suppose we

have a computer capable of performing three arithmetic operations in

parallel so that, in terms of the time taken, the cost of a vector

addition is reduced from 3a to a, that of a scalar product from 3m+2a

to m+a, and that of a vector product from 6m+3a to 2m+a. However, we

can not ask for three arbitrary scalar operations to be performed in

parallel. This gives 3~dimensional vector operations an advantage

over scalar operations with the result that the optimisations based

on symmetric matrices and coordinate-axis-screw transformations no

longer give any improvement in computation speed. However, the

aggregate representation retains its margin of efficiency over the

6-dimensional vector and matrix representation. On a machine capable

of performing six arithmetic operations in parallel, the aggregate

representation is still faster, though with a reduced margin of
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efficiency. On a machine capable of performing 36 or more operations

in parallel it is better to use the 6-dimensional vector representa¬

tion.

7_.4_ The Computational Requirements of the Algorithms

The tally of arithmetic operations is a good guide to the actual

amount of effort involved in the computation process. The assumption

is that these operations (especially multiplication) take signifi¬

cantly longer to execute than the average machine instruction, and so

account for most of the execution time. The computational require¬

ment for a particular algorithm depends on the degree of optimisa¬

tion, and to compare the relative performance of algorithms requires

that they be implemented fairly.

In this section I give the computational requirements for each of

the algorithms presented in the last three chapters, and compare the

solution of the forward dynamics problem via the composite-rigid-body

method with that via the articulated-body method. The choice of link

coordinate systems is as described in section 2, and the implementa¬

tion of the spatial arithmetic is as described in section 3, with

maximum optimisation. Optimisations on operations other than

transformations are also taken into account, and these are described

below along with a discussion on the merits of calculation in link

and absolute coordinates.
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7_.4_.J_ Link Coordinates versus Absolute Coordinates

To compute the algorithms in absolute coordinates requires the

overhead of computing I and s_^ from Ij and s_| (see chapter 4, sec-
\ - A

tion 4). This involves the calculation of the n transformations ^X.0 1

and performing n vector and n rigid-body inertia transformations. To

compute the algorithms in link coordinates requires that every

passed-on quantity be transformed to an adjacent coordinate system.

In terms of the number of quantities that need to be transformed in

each case, it would seem that absolute coordinates are more effi¬

cient. However, link coordinates have a number of points in their

favour:

1) a transformation to an adjacent coordinate system can be made

more efficient than a general transformation,

2) _s? can be made to have a special form in link coordinates which

leads to considerable savings, and

1 A
3J there is no overhead for calculating .

The second point is based on the fact that s_| can be made equal to
one of the coordinate axes, so much multiplication can be avoided on

operations like Q = sd _f (eq. (4.14)), which simplifies to select-
A A A ^ ^ ^ «

ing an element from f\ , and _h^ = I _s! [eq. [6.57JJ, which simplifies
( \ A A

to selecting a column i^or rowj from I . The third point is only

valid if the locations of the links are of no interest.

A disadvantage of performing the calculation in link coordinates

is that if external forces are being applied to the links then they

must be transformed to link coordinates before their effects can be
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taken into account. This involves an additional transformation over¬

head which is not incurred if the calculations are being performed in

absolute coordinates.

In the case of the Newton-Euler algorithm, computation in link

coordinates has the considerable advantage of not requiring the

transformation of any tensors, and is therefore substantially more

efficient than computation in absolute coordinates.

In the case of the articulated-body algorithm, computation in

link coordinates requires the transformation of articulated-body

inertias, which is expensive, whereas computation in absolute coordi¬

nates requires the transformation of rigid-body inertias, which is

somewhat cheaper. Link coordinates are still faster, but only by

about 10% or so, and the need to take into account external forces on

the links or the location of the end effector can easily render link

coordinates less efficient.

In the case of the composite-rigid-body algorithm the situation

is more complicated, since the link coordinate version requires o(n J

transformations whereas the absolute coordinate version requires only

o(n). As a result, the absolute coordinate version has a considei—

2
ably lower coefficient of n in its computational requirement, but

because of the overheads associated with the use of absolute coordi¬

nates it has a considerably larger o(nJ dependency. The absolute

coordinate version is more efficient for values of n>l6, but its o(n)

dependency is so large that solving forward dynamics by this method

is always less efficient than the articulated-body algorithm.
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Method
Cost

multiplications additions

Cost

n=6

Newton-
Eul er

130n-68 1 01 n-56 71 2m+550a

composite-
rigid-body

10n2+31n~4l 6n2+40n-46 505m+4l0a

fwd. dyn.
via CRBM

12 12 14fr+1 l^n +1 61-^1-1095 2 3

12 2 54n +7n +13&rn-102
b b

1309m+1019a

articulated

body
300n-267 279n-259 1533m+1415a

Table 7.5 Comparison of dynamics algorithms

7_._4.£ Comparison of the Algorithms

Table 7.5 shows the computational requirements of the three algo¬

rithms in terms of the numbers of arithmetic operations expressed as

polynomials in n. The numbers exclude the cost of calculating the

n-1 sines and cosines required for the transformations. The computa¬

tional requirement of performing the complete forward dynamics calcu¬

lation via the composite-rigid-body method is also included for com¬

parison with the articulated-body method. This is the sum of the

computational requirements of the composite-rigid-body method, a sim¬

plified version of the Newton-Euler method and the Cholesky decompo¬

sition method for solving a set of simultaneous equations where the

matrix is symmetric and positive definite. In all cases the algo¬

rithms are performed in link coordinates using all the optimisations

described above, but the numbers in the table do not represent the

minimum possible cost. They do, however, give a reasonably fair com¬

parison of the relative costs of the algorithms.
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The basic conclusions we can draw are that forward dynamics takes

longer to compute than inverse dynamics, by a factor of up to 2.3,

and that the articulated-body method for forward dynamics is only

faster than the composite-rigid-body method if n>9, so the

composite-rigid-body method is better for most practical problems.

If we allow 200ps computation time for a sine/cosine calculation,

10ps for multiplication, 2ps for addition and a 1 ps overhead per

operation for shuffling data, we get an execution time of less than

12ms for the Newton-Euler algorithm on a 6-degree-of-freedom robot,

which is fast enough for use in real-time control.

Various other factors may tip the balance in favour of one or

another algorithm. For example, if the robot has a floating base

(e.g. as in a satellite-mounted robot) then the articulated-body

algorithm becomes relatively much more efficient than the composite-

rigid-body algorithm (see chapter 8), but the presence of kinematic

loops is detrimental to the articulated-body algorithm (see chapter

9). Another factor that should be taken into account is the possi¬

bility of partitioning the calculation of forward dynamics into parts

that need frequent re-calculation and parts that do not (as done in

[Featherstone 1982j for example). This practice favours the

composite-rigid-body method.

7_._4._3 Approximations and Special-Purpose Algorithms

All the discussion so far has been on the implementation and

optimisation of exact dynamics algorithms for robots with general

geometries. Most industrial robots have very special geometries,

with adjacent joint axes being almost always parallel or
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perpendicular and frequently intersecting. It is possible to write

special-purpose algorithms which take advantage of the special

features of some particular robot geometry to reduce the computa¬

tional cost. Another way to reduce the cost is to use approximations

to the inertia parameters. A link's centre of mass is typically

close to a link coordinate axis, and there is usually little error in

assuming that its principal axes of inertia are parallel with the

link coordinate axes. The reduction in computational cost over the

general algorithms depends on the particular robot, but typically a

factor of 2 or more can be expected. For more details see [Holler-
bach and Sahar 1983; Kane and Levinson 1983 ] -
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Chapter 8

Branched Kinematic Chains

Multiple-Degree-of-Freedom Joints

and Moving Bases

_8 .J_ Introduction

In this chapter I describe various extensions of the robot system

model defined in chapter 4 to allow the description of a wider class

of robot mechanism, and the modifications to the dynamics algorithms

necessary to cater for these extensions. The material is organised

into three topics:

1] generalising the robot's connectivity to allow branched

kinematic chains,

2) allowing screw joints and joints with more than one degree of

freedom, and

3j allowing the base member to move so that its acceleration is

not known in advance.

Each extension is easily combined with the others, but for the sake

of modularity I describe each independently of the others. Where

possible, modifications to the basic dynamics algorithms are

described in terms of rules for modifying the equations presented in
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chapters 4 to 6 rather than by re-stating or re-deriving entire algo¬

rithms .

The implementation of branched kinematic chains is accomplished

by including an explicit description of the link connectivity as part

of the system model and making a few systematic modifications to the

equations of the dynamics algorithms. Their properties and perfor¬

mances are not affected significantly. An example of a branched

kinematic chain is a robot with a multi-fingered gripper. Kinematic

loops are specifically excluded at this stage since they introduce

many more problems than tree structures, so we will not yet be able

to cope with a multi-fingered gripper manipulating an object.

Kinematic loops are considered in the next chapter.

Screw joints can be implemented without any change to the system

model or the dynamics algorithms simply by allowing sj to represent a
screw axis. They do, however, raise the issue of magnitudes of unit

screw forces and displacements. This issue is clarified under

multiple-degree-of-freedom joints with the introduction of explicit

actuator models.

Multiple-degree-of-freedom joints introduce more significant

changes to both the system model and the dynamics algorithms: the

notion of a powered joint needs to be defined more carefully, and a

number of quantities in the dynamics algorithms which were previously

scalars become vectors or matrices. The task of finding the joint

displacement can become problematical since it is not always possible

to integrate the velocity. Although multiple-degree-of-freedom

joints can be synthesised from the appropriate number of single-

degree-of-freedom joints, this is not always convenient and can lead
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to computational inefficiencies.

A moving-base robot can be treated as a fixed-base robot by

introducing a fictitious, un-powered joint between the base and some

fixed point. If the base has complete motion freedom then the joint

has six degrees of freedom. The forward dynamics algorithms cope

with this easily enough, but inverse dynamics needs significant

modification because of the unknown base acceleration. The modified

algorithm is a mixture of forward and inverse dynamics. Examples of

robots with moving bases include robots mounted on spacecraft and

legged robots leaping through the air.

The algorithms described in this chapter have not been tested on

a computer [unlike those of chapters 4 to 6, which have).

U

Figure 8.1 Robot with branched chain structure
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8_._2 Branched Kinematic Chains

By a branched kinematic chain I mean that the links may be con¬

nected in any manner corresponding to a topological tree. Basically,

this means that there are no kinematic loops and that no part of the

robot is entirely disconnected from the rest. Figure 8.1 gives an

example. The base link (which is still considered immobile] is

chosen as the root of the tree, and the outermost links, which have

only one joint, are the leaves. I shall call the neighbour of a

given link its predecessor or successor depending on whether it is

nearer to or further from the base, the joint connecting a link to

its predecessor its inner joint, and those connecting a link to its

successors its outer joints. Every link except the base has exactly

one inner joint, but may have any number of outer joints.

The main difference between such a tree structure and the un-

branched chains we have been using up to now is that for the tree

structure we need to specify the connectivity explicitly whereas for

the un-branched chain it was implicit in the numbering scheme. The

connectivity is defined by introducing for each link the quantity A..,

which is the identification number of the preceding link.!' For the

tree structure shown in figure 8.1 the values of A^ for i=1..6 are

(o,1,2,1,4,4j. The A^ alone are enough to define the connectivity,
but for notational convenience in expressing iterations going from

the base to the leaves I introduce for each link the additional quan¬

tity y , which is the set of identification numbers of all the suc¬

cessors of link i. For the tree structure shown in figure 8.1 the

1. These are the elements of the body connection array defined by
[Huston et al. 1978].
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values of ^ are ]u0= {1 }, ^ = {2,4}, u2= {3}, u4={5,6}, u3,u5»p6={}.
The leaves are distinguished by having empty us.

A systematic enumeration of the links is no longer necessary, but

it is still convenient and will be retained. The numbering scheme I

shall use is to call the base link 0, and number the other links from

1 to n so that every link has a higher identification number than its

predecessor. The inner joint for link i is called joint i. (The

numbering on figure 8.1 follows this scheme.) This numbering scheme

degenerates into our original numbering scheme when applied to an

un-branched kinematic chain, but there is not normally a unique

numbering for a branched kinematic chain. The adjacent-link coordi-
A

nate transformation across joint i is now X..
A . 1 .

_8.2_._1_ Modifying the Algorithms

The equations of the Newton-Euler and articulated-body algorithms

may be classified into three groups: those that iterate from the base

to the end effector, those that iterate from the end effector to the

base, and those that perform computations local to each link.

Members of the last group are independent of the connectivity and

need no modification.

Outward iterating equations carry motion-type quantities from the

base to the end effector. An example is the link velocity calcula¬

tion of eq. (4.5):

ii - ii-! * ii ; ( io - ° ) (1)
In this context the expression i-1 really means 'the predecessor of
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link i', so modifying these equations to work on branched kinematic

chains is just a matter of replacing instances of i-1 with X.. The

link velocity calculation for a tree structure becomes

'M,. (10 = 0) (2)

If we stick to the original order of calculation, where i goes from 1

to n, then v_ will always be calculated before v\ (since A^<i).
i

Inward iterating equations carry forces or inertias from the end

effector to the base. With a tree structure, any given link receives

one such quantity from each of its successors, and since these quan¬

tities are additive the total amount is the sum of all the contribu¬

tions. For example, the calculation of total joint forces for the

Newton-Euler method (eq. [4.8]) is given by

A ^ A ^ / A A \ / \

f. = f. . + f. . .C f = f J l3j—l —i + 1 —l . *• —n —n '

This equation states that the total force required to support the

motion of all links from i onwards is the sum of the forces required

to support the motion of link i and the motion of all following

links. In the context of a tree structure, link i supports directly

all links j where j e p., so f^+., in eq. (3] must be replaced by
I £ giving
j£Pi

a — A A¥:

f. = y f. + f. . 1-1 -j -1 ■

Notice that there is now no need for a separate initial condition
/A

since the calculation of f. when link i is a leaf is handled
—1

correctly by virtue of p. being the empty set for such a link.

Again, if we stick to the original order of calculation, where i goes
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A A

from n down to 1, we will always calculate all the _f before f\ .

A more complicated example is the calculation of articulated-body

inertias. For an un-branched chain this is given by eq. (6.37]:

A AiA
i

A A A

I. + IA ,1 1 + 1

bA A as qAI..S..S..I..
1+1 —1+1 —1+1 1+1
a s
s.

C A
-. I - , s. .—i+1 1+1 —i+1

A A A N

1=1
n n ' (5)

The quantity that gets passed back from the successor link appears as

an expression rather than a single quantity, so the branched-chain

version of this equation is

dA * as q.AI. s . s . I.
iA - i. ♦ i (iA - J -J-J J1 1 . J AS iA A

jep. s. I. s.
i -J J -J

(6)

The order of traversal of the tree can be controlled by the

numbering scheme. This has no effect on the amount of computation

performed, but it can affect the amount of temporary storage needed.

The computation of the joint-space inertia matrix does not fit

into the scheme outlined above, but it is still easily modified. The

joint-space inertia matrix is defined by eq. (5.8) as

AS <A
H. . = s f. ,

J i -J -i
J S i ) (7)

where f\ is the force required to impart unit acceleration to the

composite rigid body comprising links i..n, and is the joint
A

force required at joint j to support f\ at joint i. In the case of a

tree structure, this equation only applies if joint j is supporting

the sub-tree containing the moving links. For example, referring

back to figure 8.1, if i=5 then eq. (?) only applies to joints 1, 4
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and 5, and the values of H«_ and H.,. are zero since neither joint 2
do do

nor joint 3 supports the motion of joint 5.

To express this concisely, I introduce the quantities which,

for each joint, list all the links in the sub-tree supported by that

joint, v. is defined by

j e v. iff j = i or ( j s p and k e v. ) . ' (8)1 K X

For the tree structure shown in figure 8.1 = {l, 2,3»5,6},

V2=i2,3}» and so on. Armed with this definition, we may express the
tree structure version of eq. (7) as

H .. =
Ji

sS f. j £ v.
~J_1 1

• (9)
0 j i vj.

It is possible to do without the by setting every element of H

initially to zero and using eq. (7) with i ranging from n down to 1

and j taking the values i, A., X , etc., to compute the non-zero
1 A.

1

elements of H.

8_.3_ Screw Joints

The representation of screw joint axes was discussed in chapter 2

along with revolute and prismatic ones. Although the system model

defined in chapter 4 specified that joints should be either revolute

or prismatic, they can just as easily be screw joints, without

affecting any of the dynamic equations, simply by allowing s_| to
represent a screw axis.
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The issue raised by screw joints is really one of units and mag¬

nitudes. We have assumed that the unit joint force acting over the

unit joint displacement performs the unit amount of work. Moreover,

we have assumed that the joint force for a revolute joint is a pure

couple in the appropriate direction and that for a prismatic joint a

pure force. The most logical choice of joint force for a screw joint

of pitch h is a screw force of pitch 1/h, but if we use the "standard

definition of a unit screw, which is that the line-vector part should

have unit magnitude, then the unit screw force acting over the unit

2
screw displacement performs 1+h times the unit work. So we define

the unit joint force for a screw joint of pitch h as a screw force of

magnitude 1/(l+h ) and pitch 1/h.

It is tempting to say that the standard definition of a unit

screw is inappropriate, and that a better definition is to set the

magnitude of the line-vector part of a screw of pitch h to l/yu+h^,
but this definition is only appropriate if we make the pitch of the

joint force 1/h. Remember that, from the dynamics point of view, a

spatial vector does not have a true magnitude, and whatever we decide

to call a unit vector is largely a matter of convenience.

The relationship between the magnitude of _sj and the units of
measurement of and Q is quite simple: if we scale s_^ by a factor
of a then the unit of measurement of q^ is scaled by a and that of
by 1/ct.

The situation will be made clearer in the next section when I

introduce an explicit model of the actuation system and relax the

condition that the unit joint force acting over the unit joint dis¬

placement should perform the unit work.
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_8._4 Multiple-Degree-of-Freedom Joints

A multiple-degree-of-freedom joint can be simulated by a chain of

the appropriate number of single-degree-of-freedom joints, but there

are occasions when this can be inconvenient or lead to computational

inefficiencies, and the introduction of fictitious links with zero

inertia can cause numerical problems in the dynamics computations.

Consequently, I describe in this section the direct representation of

multiple-degree-of-freedom joints. This requires a number of modifi¬

cations to the joint model, including an explicit model of the actua¬

tion system for a powered joint, and it introduces a few problems of

its own, notably that of determining the joint displacement from the

velocity.

_8_._4_._1_ The Joint Model

The motion allowed by a single-degree-of-freedom joint is defined

by its axis _s. The instantaneous motion allowed by an i—degree-of-
A

freedom joint is defined by the r-dimensional sub-space S, which, in

general, is a function of the joint displacement. For most practical
A

cases, however, S is independent of the joint displacement. The gen¬

eralised velocity of the joint is now given by the r-dimensional vec¬

tor _q and the spatial velocity of the joint by

v = S _q . (10)

A

The columns of S are important, since they define the motions to

which each element of q_ refers. Similarly, the acceleration of the

joint is given by the 1—dimensional vector q and the spatial
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acceleration by

A A •• A»- c \

a_ = S q_ + S _q , (11 J
4

... A

though it will often be the case that S is zero in some link coordi¬

nate frame. The joint displacement can not normally be obtained by

integrating _q since there is in general no such thing as a spatial

displacement vector. Joint displacement must be represented as a

transformation and related to the velocity by a differential equa¬

tion. Since I am primarily interested in instantaneous dynamics, I

shall defer further discussion on this point until the end of the

section.

A powered joint is deemed to have an actuation system which is
A

capable of generating spatial forces in the sub-space F. For a joint

to be 'properly powered' the actuation space must be of the same

dimension as the motion space, and it must not have any member in

AX AS A
common with the reaction-force space S . In other words, S F must

be non-singular. It is possible to conceive of joints where the

actuation system has fewer degrees of freedom than the joint (under

powered), or more (over powered), but I shall restrict my discussion

to properly-powered joints.

The actuator force for an r-degree-of-freedom, properly-powered

joint is given by the r-dimensional vector _Q and the spatial force
A A

produced by the actuation system by F _Q. The columns of F define the

significance of each element of _Q. This force is deemed to act on

the 'successor' link and be supplied by the 'predecessor' link. The
A

power balance equation now takes on a more complicated form: if _f and
A

_v are the spatial force and velocity at the joint, then
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To find _Q in terms of f_, use

3P as/\ * s *f = S f = S F Q3_q — —

—+> Q = ( SS F )~1 SS _f . (13)
A S A A S A
S F is non-singular, so Q_ may always be found. Note that 'S F is

coordinate-system independent.

In a single-degree-of-freedom joint S3 F is a scalar, and in our

original model it was assumed that this scalar was unity. It was

A

assumed, for example, that F was a pure couple for a revolute joint

and a pure force for a prismatic joint. Whilst we can now generalise
A 5 A

our notion of a powered joint, the case where S F is the identity

matrix is still the most convenient.

A

We are at liberty to choose the columns of F as we please. In

particular, we can make them reflect the actual arrangement of actua¬

tors in a real joint. Moreover, for r<6 the actuation-force space

itself can not be determined completely from the motion constraints,

so there is some degree of choice here too.

8_.U_.2_ Modifying the Dynamics Algorithms

Multiple-degree-of-freedom joints introduce more substantial

changes to the equations of the dynamics algorithms, though there is

no change in the procedures for deriving them. The rules for modify¬

ing the equations are as follows:
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l] replace the quantities s^, q^ and q\ with , q_^ and _q ^;
#

■\ - • A A .... ..

2J include a term with S. wherever S. is to be differentiated; and;
11

i AS ^
3J replace occurrences of with the expression F^ _Q^.

These rules introduce new terms and factors, and they cause some

quantities and expressions which were originally scalars to become

vectors or matrices. In some cases the form of the final equations

can be quite different, so it is advisable to apply the modification

rules to the initial equations and re-derive the final ones. For

example, the equation for calculating articulated-body inertias (eq.

(6.37}) becomes

AA a aA aA a rAs aA a I~1 as aA t ,1
1=1. + I. -I. S. . S„ I . S. J S° I. . . (14J1 1 i+1 i-+1 1 + 1 ^ 1+1 1+1 l +r i+1 i+1 v

The denominator of the original equation has become an rxr matrix, so

it appears as an inverse, splitting the original numerator. Simi¬

larly, the equation for calculating the joint-space inertia matrix

(eq. (5.9)) becomes

T ^ s ^ f c \ \ f \

H.. = HT . = S7 1 S. . r = max(i,j J (15
J1 1J J r 1 . >0 ; ; v. j

The transpose is necessary since FL^ is now a rectangular matrix, but
it is not obvious from the original equation where the transpose

should go. It is interesting to note that in the case of eq. (14j if
A- 1 A A A

r=6 then exists and the equation simplifies to 1^ = 1^, which is
what you would expect.

Assessing the computational requirements of the algorithms is now

more complicated than it was before, since some parts depend on the

number of joints, and other parts on the number of degrees of freedom

of the entire system or of individual joints. For example, the
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number of link-to-link transformations is a function of the number of

joints, the size of the joint-space inertia matrix is given by the

total number of degrees of freedom, and the amount of calculation

involved in evaluating eq. (14J depends on the number of degrees of

freedom of joint i + 1 .

8_.4_._3 Calculating Joint Displacements

The displacement of a single-degree-of-freedom joint is a scalar,

but that of a multiple-degree-of-freedom joint can not in general be

represented as a vector. Consequently, it is not possible to obtain

the displacement simply by integrating the velocity vector. The gen¬

eral solution to this problem is to represent the joint displacement
A

as a spatial transformation X, and express its derivative in terms of
A

the joint velocity _v, giving rise to a differential equation

A ^ A f ^ \
X = vx X . (16J

This solves the problem of obtaining the joint displacement, but

it introduces two new problems. Firstly, due to numerical errors in
A

the integration process, X will drift from being a rigid-body

transformation, distorting all subsequent bodies. Secondly, even if
A

X can be maintained as a rigid-body transformation, it will gradually

depart from the geometric constraints which define the joint unless

corrective action is taken.

A

To maintain X as a rigid-body transformation it must be kept in

the form
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but using the component representation described in the previous

chapter, X = spx(E, rj, this boils down to maintaining the ortho¬

gonality of E. To maintain the geometric accuracy of the transforma¬

tion requires that it be checked against the geometry of the joint.

The degree of difficulty involved depends on the joint, but it can be

very simple. For example, for a spherical joint r_ is constant if the

pivot point coincides with the origin of the coordinate system of the

following link, so provided we set it to the correct value initially

and do not modify it the transformation will always be geometrically

correct.

It is possible to represent finite rotations as unit quaternions

[Rooney 1977]. This is a more compact representation than the 3*3

orthogonal matrix, but the cost of applying a transformation is

higher. The reason for mentioning this here is that if rotation is

represented as a unit quaternion then it is easier to calculate the

displacement from the velocity and maintain the correctness of the

transformation. If q is a quaternion representing the rotational

part of a joint displacement and is the joint's angular velocity,

then q is given by

q=^M • (17)

The correctness of the transformation is maintained by normalising q.
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8_.5_ Robots with Floating Bases

By a floating base I mean that the base member is free to move so

that its acceleration depends on the motion of the rest of the robot.

In our original model it was stipulated that the base should be sta¬

tionary, though in fact it is possible to permit non-zero velocity

and acceleration provided that they are known in advance. This

affects only the starting values for the velocity and acceleration

recurrence relations.

To allow for a floating base in our robot model, we must give the
-A

base an inertia I , and introduce a fictitious 6-degree-of-freedom

joint between the base and a fixed reference point (e.g. as done in

[Raibert et al. 1983]). A partially constrained base can be modelled

by a joint with fewer than six degrees of freedom, but I will assume

here that the base has complete motion freedom. The base velocity
A A

and acceleration will be denoted by v^ and _a^ respectively.

The effect of allowing a floating base is different on each of

the basic dynamics algorithms. The articulated-body algorithm is the

least affected since articulated bodies are floating structures any¬

way. Assuming that no external force is being applied to the base,

its acceleration is given by

tion takes the place of eq. (6.44J. A constant computational cost is

incurred which is approximately equal to the incremental cost of one

where 1^ and p^ are calculated from eqs. (6.37 and 6.38). This equa-
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extra joint.

The simplest way to adapt the calculation of forward dynamics via

the composite-rigid-body algorithm to cope with a floating base is to
- - A - ~ - -

introduce Sq, the 6-degree-of-freedom motion space of the fictitious
joint between the base and the reference point, and use the tech¬

niques described in the previous section for dealing with multiple-

degree-of-freedom joints. This is a good example of how the direct

representation of multiple-degree-of-freedom joints can lead to com¬

putational savings, since we can take advantage of the special nature

of a 6-degree-of-freedom joint in a way that would not be possible if

it were represented as a series of six one-degree-of-freedom joints.

The problem can still be solved (though less elegantly] without

recourse to multiple-degree-of-freedom-joint techniques as follows.
A A

If we perform the inverse dynamics calculation assuming that a_ = 0,—u —

the resulting vector, _C, gives the joint forces needed to account for

all dynamic effects except the joint and base accelerations. A
A

readily-available by-product of this computation is f_, the force

which must be applied to the base in the situation where the joint

and base accelerations are all zero. Ignoring velocity and external

effects, the force required at the base to support a unit accelera-
A c A

tion on joint i is 1^ _s , so the force required to support the joint
acceleration _q is ][ IC _s. q. . This can be expressed more concisely

i
A

. . A ~~ A Q A
as K q, where K is a 6xn matrix the i column of which is I. s..

— i —i
.

The equation relating base acceleration to applied force is then

^ p A A A A / \

*0 ^0 + K q + f = 0 . (19)

This gives us six equations in n+6 unknowns. The force required at

joint i to compensate for non-zero acceleration of the base is
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A S ^ C A - - — - - ...... - —
s. I. art, and the vector of all such forces can be expressed as—li—O
A g - — - - -
K a^. The joint forces are then given by the equation

KS a^ + H q + C = Q . (20j

This gives us another n equations, and we can combine eqs. (19 and

20) to produce the following set .of simultaneous equations:

I

O

o
I

A ~
K

A

A)
i

<<Ul|1

A o '
K i

i
H q. Q - £

The augmented matrix is not symmetric, as it would be if we were

using the multiple-degree-of-freedom joint approach, but this is

purely because of the way we have arranged the elements in the vec¬

tors. Swapping the first three rows with the second three will make

the matrix symmetric.

The extra calculation required to set up eq. (21 J is approxi¬

mately equal to the cost of adding one extra joint in the calculation

of the joint-space inertia matrix, but the cost of solving the equa¬

tions has risen by an amount equal to the addition of six extra

joints. The incremental cost of a floating base is therefore greater

for the composite-rigid-body method than for the articulated-body

method.

Inverse dynamics is profoundly affected by the presence of a

floating base. The nature of the problem is changed into a hybrid

between forward and inverse dynamics: the accelerations of joints

1..n and the force on joint 0 are given, and the task is to find the

forces at joints 1..n and the acceleration of joint 0. The algorithm

is quite different to the one described in chapter 4 and is described
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below in detail. The most general form of hybrid algorithm is one

which for each joint computes either the force from the acceleration

or the acceleration from the force depending on the value of a flag

setting. A general hybrid algorithm based on the articulated-body

algorithm is also described below, and one based on the composite-

rigid-body algorithm is described in chapter 9 under joint end stops.

8_._5.J_ Inverse Dynamics of a Robot with a Floating Base

The base acceleration will be calculated from the composite-

rigid-body inertia of the whole robot and the force required to pro¬

duce zero base acceleration. Once the base acceleration is known,

A

the rest follows easily. Let f. be the force exerted on link i fromJ
. —l

A

link i—1, then f\ gives the overall rate of change of momentum for

links i..n , so

a r - * c
a. is the relative acceleration of link i with respect to link 0; I.
—l l

A
is the composite-rigid-body inertia of links i..n; and _p is the bias

force required to produce zero base acceleration. Velocities and

relative accelerations are calculated from
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^ /\ • ( A - ■ > r \

li = Li~] + li qi lo wn ' '-23^

and

AT AT A A. ^ A f A T A 1 folll
a. = a. . + s. q. + v.* s. q. , I aA = 0 J [24J
—1 —1-1 —1 Mi —1 —1 Mi v —0 — ' K '

composite-rigid-body inertias from

A r» Ar> A f An a r v

1=1 + I. , ( I = I ) 125ii+1i v n n ; k '

and bias forces from

A A A Af A A A /• A A > f ^
p. = p. . + I. a. + v.x I. v. . f p = 0 J C26J
—1 —1 + 1 1—1 —1 l —l . ; ^Hi+1 — ' K '

Assuming no external force is applied to the base, the acceleration

is computed from

iSVio-i
— So - - W k ■ (27)

Once Sq is known we can calculate all the f^ from eq. (22} , so it
remains only to calculate the joint forces, which are given by

Q. = sS f. . (28)
1—1—1 v 1

The computational requirement of this algorithm is considerably

more than that of the Newton-Euler algorithm for a robot with a fixed

base, but it is less than that of either of the forward dynamics

algorithms for robots with a floating base, and its computational

complexity is still o(n).
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_8.5_.2_ Articulated-Body Hybrid Dynamics

The articulated-body algorithm described in chapter 6 can be

modified to solve problems where the forces at some of the joints and

the accelerations of the rest are given. For each joint, the equa¬

tions in chapter 6 apply if the force is given and the acceleration

is to be determined, but if the acceleration is given and the force

is to be determined then the equations given below should be used.

(Quantities are as defined in chapter 6.)

The relationship between the force applied to the handle of arti¬

culated body i and its acceleration is given by

d dA a A
f = I. a + p.
— l

d A A vI. a + p .
i — —i

dA
+ I

A ( ^ ^ . A • A •• y A f >
. , ( a + v. .x s. , q. . + s. . q. . J + p. , , (29 Jl+l v — —1+1 —i+1 Hi+1 —1+1 Mi+1 ' —i+1 ' v ;

so we have that

IA = I. + iA (30)111+1 v

and

A av A bAz-A^A . A •• -v
p. = p. + p. . + I. , I v. .x s. . q. . + s. . q. . I . I 31 J
—1 —1 —1+1 i+1 ^ —1+1 —1+1 Mi+1 —1+1 Hi+1 ' v '

Eqs. (30 and 31j are used in place of eqs. (6.37 and 6.38). Eq.

(6.41j can be used immediately, since there is no need to calculate

q\ first, and the joint force can be calculated from

Qi = It t + Pj. J • (32)

Eq. (30J shows that, for the purposes of calculating inertias, if the
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relative acceleration of two bodies is known then they are effec¬

tively rigidly connected.
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Chapter 9

Contact, Impact, Kinematic Loops and Friction

9_._1_ Introduction

In this chapter I am concerned mainly with the problem of model¬

ling contact and impact between a robot and its environment for the

purposes of computer simulation of these phenomena. A simulator

capable of a limited form of contact and impact modelling is

described in [Featherstone 1983b].

When some part of a robot is in contact with an object a joint is

formed having the special property that the reaction force due to

kinematic constraints must be a physically possible contact force.

An impossible contact force indicates that contact has been broken or

that the mode of contact has changed. An impact occurs when two

rigid bodies come into contact or their mode of contact changes so

that the number of motion constraints increases. An impulse normally

occurs between impacting rigid bodies causing their velocities to

change so that they either bounce apart or come into sustained con¬

tact .

Contact between the robot and its environment normally results in

the formation of kinematic loops. A kinematic loop occurs when a

circuit can be traced from one link back to itself without traversing
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any joint more than once. For example, a robot with a fixed base

closes a kinematic loop when it makes contact with a fixed part of

its environment, which is rigidly connected (however indirectly) to

the base. The techniques described here for solving the dynamics of

robots in contact are equally applicable to solving the dynamics of

robot mechanisms containing kinematic loops.

The study of general methods for calculating the dynamics of

rigid-body systems containing kinematic loops is really the province

of mechanism dynamics, and much work has been done in this area (e.g.

see [Paul 1975; Smith 1973; Smith et al. 1973; Uicker 1965; Uicker

1967; Orlandea et al. 1977]). Kinematic loops introduce two compli¬

cations: firstly they introduce constraint equations (called loop

equations) between the joint variables, so there is no longer a one-

to-one correspondence between the joint variables and the motion

freedom of the system, and secondly they introduce unknown reaction

forces, the number of forces being equal to the number of motion con¬

straints. The method I will use to solve the dynamics of such a sys¬

tem is to solve the open-loop dynamics by the composite-rigid-body

method and augment the open-loop equations with the acceleration con¬

straint equations. This method is essentially the same as that

described in [Smith 1973] and the method of Lagrange multipliers

described in [Paul 1975] (though these papers deal with planar

mechanisms). Impact equations are derived following the same pro¬

cedure as for contact, but with impulses in place of forces and velo¬

city changes in place of accelerations. The effects of friction dur¬

ing impact and contact are ignored.
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What makes the simulation of contact and impact more difficult

than just allowing for kinematic loops are the geometric and

kinematic problems of detecting the making, breaking and changing

modes of contact. The solutions to these problems are outside the

scope of this thesis, so I confine myself to a description in broad

outline of how they might be solved.

A joint in contact with or striking a mechanical end stop is a

special case of contact and impact which is much easier to solve than

the general one. I show how this problem can be solved by the use of

hybrid forward and inverse dynamics. The same mechanism can be used

for the simulation of stick-slip motion caused by Coulombic friction

in the joints.

Finally, I describe how articulated-body methods could be applied

to problems involving kinematic loops. This is a speculative topic

in that I do not describe any explicit algorithms, but describe

instead the techniques and equations from which such algorithms could

be developed.

9_.2_ Contact

Contact will be modelled as a multiple-degree-of-freedom joint

connecting the two bodies in contact. The instantaneous motion space

A A A

is given by S and the instantaneous reaction force space by R = S .

The joint is assumed to be un-powered and to impose r degrees of
A A

motion constraint. The contact force is given by f^ = R _f, where _f
is the vector of unknown constraint forces. The distinguishing

A

feature of a contact is that only certain values of f are physically
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possible. If a calculation of the dynamics returns an impossible
• - A / ... - - - >

value for f^ [as determined by a kinematic test procedurej then this
indicates that a partial or complete loss of contact has occurred, so

the dynamics should be recalculated with modified contact kinematics.

During sustained contact the relative velocity of the two bodies
A S A

satisfies the condition R _v = 0_ which can be differentiated to get a

constraint on the relative acceleration J

The dynamics algorithm is based on the use of eq. (5.5), which is

augmented by the inclusion of _f into the vector of unknowns, and the

inclusion of the acceleration constraint equations. I describe the

method first for the simple case of a robot in contact with a fixed

object, and then go on to describe more general cases.

I assume that the dynamics algorithms which follow are to be used

in a simulator program where they are packaged into functions and

called by a supervisory function. I assume also that this supervisor

calls upon geometric and kinematic functions to handle collision
•

-\ a

detection, contact break detection, and the calculation of R and R

for use by the dynamics functions. All that a dynamics function has

to do is work out the instantaneous dynamics of the system given the

hypothesised contact kinematics.

_9.2_.J_ Robot in Contact with Fixed Object

Consider the simple case of a straight-chain robot with a fixed

base contacting a fixed object in its environment, as shown in figure

1. These are known as the first and second order loop equations
respectively.
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Figure 9.1 Robot in contact with fixed object

9.1. The object is fixed relative to the base and can be thought of

as an extension of the base, so a kinematic loop is formed from the

base through to the end effector and back to the base via the con¬

tact. Let the robot have n degrees of freedom, and let the contact

impose r degrees of constraint. To solve the problem we must find

the n unknown joint accelerations in _q and the r unknown reaction

forces in f.

Let the robot's end effector apply a force f^ to the object,
which can be expressed as

A A

f = R f
—c —

(1)

For sustained contact, the end effector velocity, v , must satisfy

A S A
R v = 0

—e —
(2)

Differentiating this equation gives the constraint on the end effec-
A

tor acceleration, a , as
—e

A S A Ag A
R a" + R v = 0 .

—e —e —
:s)
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The joint forces can be thought of as being made up from two com¬

ponents: that part which accounts for the motion of the robot in the

absence of any contact and that part which accounts for the contact

force in isolation. Since no dynamic effects are included in the

second force, it is the joint force required to compensate statically

for the contact force. Calling these components and respec¬

tively, we have that

« ■ * Of ' W

and the open-loop dynamic equation (taken from eq. (5.5)] becomes

H 'A = % - £ • N

In this instance, eq. (5) is more useful in the form

H q + Qf = Q - C , (6)

which puts all the unknowns on the left-hand side.

Eqs. (1, 3 and 6j essentially describe the dynamics, but to tie
A A

them together we need to relate the spatial quantities a^ and f^ to
the joint-space quantities _q and Q_. This is done by using the Jaco-

bian matrix, which is the 6xn matrix defined by

j = [ i, ... in ] • (7)

The Jacobian gives the end effector velocity in terms of the joint

velocity as

ve= jq, (8)

and the joint force required to support the force applied by the end

effector as
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if 5s f
—c

(9)

J obeys the same rules for transformation and transpose as a sub-

space, and it performs a similar function in that it relates a non-

spatial quantity to a spatial one, but it is a distinct kind of quan¬

tity. Differentiating eq. (8) gives the end effector acceleration in

terms of the joint accelerations as

A ^ •• 0 •
a = J q + J q ;
—e — —

!io)

but J q is the acceleration of the end effector due to velocity pro¬

duct effects, which is a readily available by-product of the inverse

dynamics calculation of C, so I will call it aVp and eq. (10] becomes

a q .. avp
a = J q + a
—e — —e

:io

Substituting eqs. (9 and lj into eq. (6) gives

M AS A
Hq + J Rf = Q- C , (12)

a set of n equations in n+r unknowns, and substituting eq. (ll) into

eq. (3) and rearranging to bring q to the left-hand side gives

R J q =
is a vp qs aR a - R v J3)

another r equations. Amalgamating eqs. (12 and 13) into a single set

of n+r equations gives

RS J

AS A
J R q Q - C

f

-

- rs avp qs a
- R v

—e —e

The matrix is symmetric but not positive definite, and it is possible

for the matrix to be singular. The singularities occur when the

kinematic loop is in a locking position. A version of this algorithm
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is implemented in the simulator described in [Featherstone 1983b].

9_.2_._2 Robot in Contact with Moving Object

I now generalise the situation by having the robot in contact

with a general moving object. This object has non-zero velocity and

acceleration, but more importantly its acceleration is affected by

the contact force.

Let the object have velocity v and acceleration a , and let theJ J
—o —o

relationship between the force applied to the object and its

acceleration be given by

A 1 " ( \
a = I f + b , 15
—o o —c —o V '

where Iq1 is an articulated-body inverse inertia (for generality) and
A

b^ a bias acceleration. The velocity constraint equation is now

RS ( v - v J = 0 , [16)v —e —o ' —

and the acceleration constraint equation is

■A

R ( a -a ) + R ( v - v =0. (17 Jv
—e —o —e —o — v.

Substituting eqs. (l, 11 and 15) into eq. (17) and rearranging to put

the unknowns on the left-hand side gives

AS A .. AS A--] A A s r A an. A 3 r A AVD
R J q - R I R f = R ( v - v ) + R ( b - a p ) , f18 J

— o — v —0 —e —o —e K '

which replaces eq. (13)- The rest is unchanged, so the overall equa¬

tion of motion is
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RS J

JS R

A q A — 1 A
R I R

o

q

f

Q - C

*S(A A > avp^IR lv -v l+R lb -a
v—o —eJ ^—o —e

(19)

\ A — 1 A A
Eq. [ 1 4 J is a special case of this equation where I , v^ and are
all zero.

_9.2_.3_ Tree Structure Robots

If we allow the robot to have a tree structure and make the con¬

tact occur between link i and the object, then the following modifi¬

cations are required. The velocity of link i, v., is given in terms
—i '

of the joint velocities by

v. = J. q ,
—l l —

(20)

where J. is the Jacobian for link i and is defined as follows: if
1

joint j lies on the path connecting link i to the base then column j
A

. A A
of J. is s. else it is 0. The definition given earlier is a special

1 -J -

case of this one. The quantities v., a. and J. replace v , a and J,H
—1—1 1 —e —e

but otherwise there is no difference,

9_.2_. 4_ Kinematic Loops in the Robot Mechanism

To model a robot mechanism containing kinematic loops, treat the

joints closing the loops as contacts between different links of the

robot. Let there be a contact between links i and j of a tree struc¬

tured robot. Let v. and v. be the velocities of the links and let
-1 -J

A

v. . be the relative velocity
-ij J
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A A ......

Similarly, let and be the Jacobians of links i and j and let
^ . ..

J. . be defined by
ij

AAA- f \

J. . = J. - J . , [22
lj l J '

so that

A A , (■ \
v. . = J. . q . [23J
-1J 1J ~

This equation is differentiated to give the relative acceleration:

A A •• A i

a. . = J. . q + J. . q
-ij iJ - iJ —

= J. . q + aVp , (24)
lj — -ij

where

avp = avp - avp . (25)
-ij -i -j

Both aTp and JuP should be available from the partial results of per¬

forming the inverse dynamics calculation of C_. The velocity con¬

straint equation is now

RS 0.. = 0 , (26)
—ij —

which on differentiating and substituting for £ gives

a s A A s a
R a. . + R v. . = 0
-ij -ij -

RS J. . q = - ARS v. . - RS avp . (27)
iJ ~ -IJ -IJ

A

Let f^ be the contact force applied by link i to link j; then the
A

force applied by link j to link i is -f , and the value of Q. needed
—c —I

to support both these forces is
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A S A A 5 A
Q_ - J f - J f
—f 1 -G J -C

A. <3 A

JS. f .

1J -c .

(28;

Eqs. (27 and 28] replace eqs. (13 and 9] respectively, and the final

equation of motion becomes

H
| AS ^
1 J . R
1 lj

q Q - C

RS J. .

1J

1

1 0
1 £ - RS avp - ks v. .

-ij -iJ

Once again, eq. (l4) is a special case of this one.

29

If the loop is closed by a proper joint rather than a contact

then there is no need for the geometric checks on _f. If the joint is

powered then a few extra terms are needed. Inter-robot contact can

also be treated in this way, regarding the separate robots as

branches of a single tree robot which have only the base in' common.

_9.2_._5 Multiple Kinematic Loops

If there are 1 independent kinematic loops closed simultaneously,

then each loop will have its own loop equation, independent of the

others, and is the sum of all the forces required to account for

all the loop closure forces. So, for loop k, we have that

S3 ■■ ftS * SS *Vp (---1
\ Jk 3. - - \ \ ~ \v • (30)
A A

where is the reaction space for loop k, the Jacobian for loop

k, and so on. The joint force needed to support all the contact

forces is
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AS A

4 ■ I 4 Rk 4 • (31 j

Putting these equations together , we get

H TSRJ1R1 atS£
2 2

at3r "J1R1
• #

q Q - C

H*3, 4 -rs2vPJSSARl4 1-1

A3*

R2J2
1 0 4

1

=
aSAVP £SA .

2-4 2-2
1

|

. (32)

1

^ S A

_R1J1

1

A

1

_rs£vPJSSV
1-1 Rl-1

We can use eq. (32) to simulate an arbitrary kinematic network. Do

not be deceived by the size of the zero area in the matrix - if the

robot is to have any motion freedom at all, then the number of con¬

straints must be less than the number of open-loop degrees of freedom

(in general), so the size of the zero portion is less than that of H.

9_.2_.6_ Floating-Base Robots

No additional complications arise from progressing to floating-

base robots provided that such a robot is treated as a fixed-base

robot with an un-powered fictitious joint between its real base and a

fixed reference point.
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9.3 The Kinematics of Contact

The most difficult problems facing a contact modelling system are

the kinematic and geometric ones of detecting the making and breaking

of contact and determining its kinematics. The necessary operations

are:

l) collision detection (including increased contact constraints),

\ A A

2J the calculation of R and R assuming sustained contact, and

3) contact break detection (including partial contact breaks).

The first step in tackling this problem is to describe the shapes

of the robot's links and the objects in its environment in a form

suitable for computer processing. This can be done using the tech¬

niques of geometric body modelling [Requicha and Voelcker 1982; Baer

et al. 1979]. Given the shapes of the bodies and their positions at

any instant, it is possible to determine whether any of them inter¬

sect. This is the interference detection problem, and is receiving

much attention [Boyse 1979; Tilove 1981 ]. The collision detection

problem is that of determining at what instant two moving bodies

begin to intersect, and is being studied in connection with the prob¬

lem of finding collision-free paths for moving objects [Cameron 1984;

Boyse 1979; de Pennington et al. 1983; Udupa 1977]. For the purposes

of dynamics simulation, it is convenient to regard any event where

the mode of contact changes so that the number of motion constraints

between two bodies increases as a collision. As far as I know, no

work is being done on this 'increased contact detection' problem.
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The calculation of R and R can be performed given descriptions of

the surfaces in contact and the velocities of the bodies, and the

detection of partial or complete contact breaks (i.e. a change in the

mode of contact reducing the number of motion constraints) can be

tackled using the techniques developed by Ohwovoriole [1980]. Both

are difficult problems to solve in general.

The general methods would be very time-consuming if implemented

on a computer, but fortunately there are many special cases which are

much easier to handle. For example, figure 9.2 shows two bodies, b^
and b^, where a vertex of b^ is in contact with a plane surface on

Figure 9.2 Single point contact

b^. b^ may apply any force to b^ passing through the point of con¬
tact and in the direction of the inward-pointing surface normal n_.

A
/- A

In this case R is a 6x1 matrix equal to _n, and the test for broken

contact is that f_, which is now a scalar, be negative. The treatment

of an r-point contact (rS6j , as shown in figure 9.3> is a straight¬

forward extension of one-point contact provided that the contact nor-
A

mals are linearly independent. In this case R is the 6xr matrix com¬

posed of the vectors ii . .n^, and the test for a partial contact break
is that any element of f be negative. The point contact
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Figure 9.3 Multiple point contact

corresponding to the negative element is broken. R is composed of

the vectors n,. .n which are given by n. = v.x n, , where v. is the—1 —r s J —1 —l —I —l

linear velocity of the i^h point of contact.

These are commonly occurring special cases, and it is probably
worthwhile taking these and other similar cases into account to

reduce the computational cost of the kinematic and geometric calcula¬

tions (which, at the time of writing, would greatly exceed the cost

of the dynamics calculations).

9_.4_ Impact

An impact occurs when two rigid bodies come into contact or their

mode of contact changes to one with increased motion constraint. In

general, when this happens the relative velocity of the two bodies

does not satisfy the new motion constraints, and an impulse occurs
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between them causing an instantaneous change in velocity so that they

either bounce apart or their velocities are made to comply with the

constraints. The parameter controlling the response to an impact is

the coefficient of restitution, e. This is the ratio of the absolute

magnitudes before and after impact of the components of the relative

velocity violating the motion constraints of the contact. I assume

that e is a scalar. If two bodies have relative velocity v_ just

before impact and v_+6v_ just after, where 6v_ is the change in velocity

due to the impulse, and the reaction force space at the moment of
A

impact is R, then

RS v_ = - e R3 ( v_ + 6v_ )

— RS 6v = - ( 1 + e ] RS v . (33)

This equation only partially determines ov_ - to determine it com¬

pletely requires a knowledge of the inertias of the bodies. If e=0

then a perfectly inelastic collision takes place and the velocity

after the impact complies with the constraints. If e>0 then a

rebound will occur, and if e=1 the collision is perfectly elastic.

The impulsive equation of motion for an open-loop system can be

obtained from eq. (6J as

H 6q + QJ. = Q' , (34)

where 6q_ is the change in joint velocities, _Q' is the joint-space

impulse needed to produce the impulse applied to the object, and Q_' is
the joint-space impulse vector. It is possible for impulses to

appear about the joint axes if, for example, the joint hits a mechan¬

ical end stop (see later section) , but I will assume here that Q_' = 0_.

The equations governing the motion of the robot during impact are
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derived in the same way as the equations for contact, but they are

slightly simpler since we can ignore forces and there is no need to

differentiate the velocity constraint equation.

Consider first the situation where the robot's end effector

strikes a fixed object. This is the impact version of the first

situation described under contact. The impact velocity equation is

RS 6v = - ( 1 + e ) R£ (35)

where 6v is the change in end effector velocity and is related to 5q
G

by

ov
—e

a .

J 6q (36)

So we have that

A 3 A .

R J <5q
1 A S A

1 + e j R v (37)

Ol is given by

J A S A .

Qi - JV
—f —c

A S A .
= J R f , (38)

where f' is the spatial impulse applied to the object and f' the 1—
—c

vector of unknown impulse coefficients. Substituting eq. (38) into

eq. (34) and amalgamating the result with eq. (37) gives

RS J

1 A S
1 J R

0

6q

1

ll>
1

II

1

-( i^S/t
1+e)R v

(39)

The matrix part of this equation is the same as that of eq. (1 *0 ,

only the vectors have changed.
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Equations can be obtained in a similar manner for the impact

equivalents of the other situations described under contact, but

rather than reproduce all the working I just give the final equations

below.

Robot striking moving object:

1 AS A

H i J R
i

6q £

ASA1 A gA - 1 A
R J i -R I R

l ° _

_f' -(l+e)RS(v-v )
—o

_

between links i and j of a robot:

1 A 3 A
H i J . R

i lj
6q £

/OA '
R J. . i 0
_ ij i

f' , ->A 3A
-1+e R v. .

_ -1J_

(40)

(41)

Impact in a system with many loops:

H i
<*sA

J1R1
ZSA

J2H2 -
A OA

- - J1R1 6q £
A S A |

Vi .
1 + CD \<>

A <a A ,

R2J2 !
I ' o %

I

=
r sa

-(l+e)R2v;2
1
1

i '

Kh;

1

1

Ji_
I

( \A SA
- (1 +e )R1_v_1

(42)

9.5 Joint End Stops

Joint end stops present special cases of contact and impact which

are easier to handle than the general cases. Considering only one-

degree-of-freeaom joints, the effect of mechanical end stops is to

impose upper and lower limits on the range of joint motion. When a

joint reaches an end stop an impact occurs, and if a joint is at an
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end stop then acceleration in one direction is prevented by a reac¬

tion force from the end stop. The geometric problems of collision

detection etc. are now trivial, and since the constraints are already

expressed in joint space there is no need to use the Jacobian.

Suppose that joint i is in contact with an end stop. Assuming

that the robot does not accelerate away from the end stop, the equa¬

tion of motion is

H£ + £f = Q- £' (43)

where element i of q is zero, element i of _Qf is the unknown force
applied to the end stop, and all other elements of Q^. are zero.
Rearranging this equation to get all the unknowns into a single vec¬

tor produces

= Q - C , (44)

where column i of H has been replaced by a column of zeroes except

for the element on the diagonal, which is one, and the position held

by q\ is now occupied by Q^,. The inertia matrix is still positive
definite, but no longer symmetric. If Q^, turns out to have the
wrong sign, then the dynamics must be recalculated assuming that the

joint is no longer in contact with the end stop.

The procedure is easily extended for the case where there are

several joints simultaneously at end stops, one column of H being

modified for each such joint. What we are doing is solving a hybrid

forward-inverse dynamics problem using an algorithm based on the

composite-rigid-body method. We could also solve this problem using

H J 0 |
1 1 1

1 0 !

q.

~Qfi
i1
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the hybrid dynamics algorithm described in chapter 8.

The impact version of eq. (44J is

( 1 + e J q. , (45j

(where H1 is column i of HJ assuming that

Sq. = - ( 1 + e ) q. . (46)

Since joint end stops are nothing more than contacts between

adjacent links, they may easily be combined with other forms of con¬

tact. However, it is not possible simply to replace eqs. (6 and 34)

with eqs. (44 and 45).

i \

frictional force
at joint

+c

-c

joint velocity

H 0

1

6q "

Q'wf i
= H1

0 H 6q

Figure 9.4 Friction vs. joint velocity

_9.6_ Coulombic Friction at the Joints

I consider friction here because the simulation of stick-slip

motion due to Coulombic friction at the joints is easily done using

the same mechanism as for joint end stops. To keep things simple, I

define the Coulombic friction force acting at a one-degree-of-freedom
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joint as follows: if the joint is moving then the frictional force is

C in the direction opposed to the motion, but if the joint velocity

is zero then the frictional force is that required to achieve zero

acceleration provided that its magnitude does not exceed C, otherwise

it is C in the direction opposed to the acceleration. The situation

is shown in figure 9.*t: if the joint velocity is non-zero then the

frictional force is defined, but if not then it may take on any value

within a given range depending on prevailing dynamic conditions.

To implement this model, each joint is considered to be either

free or stuck. The hybrid dynamics is used to calculate the

accelerations of all the free joints and the forces required at each

of the stuck joints to see if they remain stuck. If any of the

sticking forces are too large then the joints affected are freed and

the dynamics redone. This system has been implemented on the simula¬

tor described in [Featherstone 1983b].

JL*X The Articulated-Body Method for Kinematic Loops

I do not have a complete algorithm for calculating the dynamics

of systems containing kinematic loops via an articulated-body method,

but I describe here in outline how such an algorithm should work and

I give equations for most of the necessary calculations. I do not

believe that such an algorithm would be efficient enough to be of

practical use except in highly unusual circumstances.

The problem with the articulated-body method of chapter 6 is that

it relies on the fact that all interaction between an articulated

body ana the rest of a system occurs through a single member, the
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handle. To allow for kinematic loops we must be able to work with

articulated bodies with more than one handle. To do this we need to

know the articulated-body inertias of every handle and the cross-

inertias between every pair of handles. In the rest of this section

I describe how these quantities can be used and how they can be cal¬

culated .

9.7.1 Calculating the Motion of a Multi-Handled Articulated Body

Suppose that an articulated-body has h handles, and for each han-
A

die we know the articulated-body inertia 1^ and the bias acceleration
A

_b. and for each pair of handles we know the inverse cross-inertias
A-"| A_1
I. . and I ., ,

ij Ji
•*-1
1^ . gives the contribution to the acceleration of han¬

dle number i caused by a force acting on handle number j according to

A a — 1 A A
a. = I. f . + b.
-l ij -j -l

If forces are applied to several handles then the acceleration of any

one handle is the sum of the contributions of each of the forces.

The equation of motion for all the handles is

-2

^h

•1

21

I

r1
1 2

I

r1
1 h

*-1
2h

i

*-1 A-1
I I
hi h2

I
h

™~

A "

^1
~

A

^1
A A

f b_
—2 -2
i + i

i

i
A

i
A

f b
h_

;48j

Suppose that handles i and j are connected to form a loop, then

we have that
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A A A ,

Li = - lj - R I (49 j
and

RS ( £. - a. ) + ( v. - v. J = 0 . (50)—i —J —i —J — . K 1

The motion of a system containing kinematic loops can be found by

solving the set of simultaneous equations formed by eq. (48) and a

number of equations like eqs. (49 and 50). An algorithm based on

these equations would be o(l ), where 1 is the number of loops, so it

is conceivable that it would run faster than the other algorithms

described in this chapter for a system with a large number of links

but only a few loops.

Figure 9.5 Part of an articulated body

9_.7_-2_ Calculating Several Articulated-Body Inertias from one Articu¬

lated Body

Referring to figure 9.5, let b^ and b^ be the handles of the
open-loop articulated bodies B and B^ which form the articulated
body B when connected as shown. We are interested in calculating the
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articulateci-body inertias of several handles in the one articulated
.... .. - - A A

body B. Let and B2 have articulated-body inertias 1^ and I2
respectively, and let the articulated-body inertias of B with the

** 3 ^ B ( r \
handles b^ and b^ be 1^ and respectively. From eq. 6.17J we have
that

and

A A »S A

aB a a ^2 — — 2 r 1
IT = I, + I, - — 1 (51)1 1 2 A S A A

s I _s

A A AS A

?b ? c 1 - - 1 rc„i
2 = 1 * h --s<- . ■ [52)

s. I _s

A B AB A

I2 can be expressed in terms of 1^ and as

A AASC AB A AS AB

AtB aB i211 I2 ,
2 1 + AS A A AS AB A *

_s I _s _s I _s

The corresponding equation for bias forces is

A S A

AB
_ AB A A Q - Bg

—2 £-1 2 - AS A A
s I _s

AS c CB A ^ A AB 1
. 2Q "I C v 1 * p, )

- I, ( L2* 1, * 1 ) ■ (5«J
_S 1 £

With eqs. (53 and 5^J we can calculate every articulated-body inertia

of B by the following route:

1J calculate one articulated-body inertia of B using the method of

chapter 6,
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2J use the partial results from 1 and eqs. (53 and 54) to calcu¬

late the articulated-body inertia of B for every other link (of

interestj .

Making good use of partial results, it takes only about twice as long

to calculate the articulated-body inertia for every link as it does

for one.

9_.7_.3_ Calculating Cross-Inertias

The simplest way to calculate cross-inertias is to calculate them
A

from acceleration propagators. The acceleration propagator A., gives
^ *3

the acceleration of link i (ignoring bias accelerations) in terms of

the acceleration of link j, which was induced by a test force on link

j , according to

a. = A. . a. . (55)
-i ij -J ■

The inverse cross-inertia is expressed in terms of the acceleration

propagator as

A--] A A_I , .
I. « A.. I. . (56
1J ij J

Referring to figure 9.5, if an acceleration_a is induced in b^ by a
force acting on some link in , then the acceleration a.^ induced in

b2 is given by

A A /\ ( \

a.2 = a_i + _s a . [57)
✓x

The force f which produces this acceleration is given by
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f = I2 |2 (58)

and satisfies

s_s _f = 0 , (59J

from which we get

ASAS c ( A A -i
1 z2 ^ £1 + £ a ' =

AS A A

— 2 -1
a =

AS d A
3 I2 1

A AS d
s s I,

A / A "I A

—2 = AS A J-1
£ I2 -

A AS A

A = 1 - . (60)21 AS A A

£ I2 £

Ag A / \ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^

I2 may be substituted for I in eq. ^60J since I £ = _s. An equa¬
tion like eq. (60) can be used to calculate acceleration propagators

from any link to any other once a sufficient number of articulated-

body inertias are known.

9_.7_._4 Conclusion

An algorithm can be devised for calculating the forward dynamics

of an arbitrary kinematic network, based on eqs. (48-50, 53~54, 56

and 60) and the equations and techniques from chapters 6 and 8. Such

an algorithm would be complicated and too inefficient for practical

use. However, this algorithm would exhibit a computational complex-

ity of o(n+l ), where n is the number of links and 1 the number of
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loops, so it would be more efficient than the other algorithms

described in this chapter for a system with a large number of links

and a small number of loops.

There are other uses for the techniques described here. For

example, the articulated-body inertia of the end effector of a robot

is a good indicator of its performance in complying with external

position constraints: the smaller the inertia the faster the comply¬

ing movement can be performed and the less the force required to do

it. The techniques described here can be used to calculate this

quantity, thus allowing the possibility of minimising it as part of

the design process, or of using it in the planning of tasks involving

compliant motions. These are promising areas for future research.
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